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THE POTENTIAL OF WAVE POWER
by
I. Glendenning

SUMMARY
The wave energy arriving on the west coast of the United
Kingdom represents a very substantial energy resource, amounting
on average to more than twice the present installed capacity of
Recent, comprehensive, studies by the CEGB (1) (2)
the CEGB.
and the National Engineering Laboratory (3) suggest that although
there is no obvious technical reason for being unable ultimately
to harness much of this energy, and many methods have been proposed,
there are still considerable uncertainties over the choice of wave
Wave power does show sufficient
power system and its economics.
promise however to have been made the subject of serious studies
supported by the CEGB and the Department of Energy (4).
In this Paper the potential of wave power and some of the
more promising methods of harnessing it are discussed, together
with an appreciation of some of the many technical and engineering
problems which still need to be examined, and a discussion of the
By considering the
impact of wave power on the environment.
results of recent research and their impact on wave power economics
it is argued that wave power could be exploited to conserve fossil
fuels but is unlikely to be competitive with nuclear power.

l .l

period T, travelling in deep water (by which it is meant that ·the
depth is greater than half a wavelength) has a surface profi l e
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y = a sin(kx - wt)
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in which k(= 2n/A) is the wavenumber and w(= 2n/T ) is th e angular
frequency.

INTRODUCTION

Fluid particles in the surface move in circular orbits of
amplitude, a, with velocity amplitudes of aw, and f l ui d particles
below the surface also move in circular orbits of decr easing
The total energy,
amplitude, as aexp(- ky), where y is the depth.
E, per unit of surface area contained in the circular f luid motions
(kinetic) and in the variation in potential energy above and below
the mean water level is

When, about two years a go , t he Research Divis i on of the
Central Electricity Generating Board examined the renewable energy
sources as part of a comprehensive long-term study wave power seemed
to be a particularly attractive pros pect because t he s cale of the
resource was appropriate to the needs of the United Kingdom and,
although the precise method was by no means clear , i t was evident
that this energy could be harnessed by a multipli ci t y of small units.
This essentially modular characteristic meant that development, and
even installation programmes at f ull scale , could be contemplated
without the massive single investments required by some other options.

(1)

where p is the density of sea water and g the accelerat ion due to
gravity.

A small research programme was therefore established at the
Board's Marchwood Engineering Laboratories to study the characteristics
of this resource in more detail, to identify methods of harnessing it,
Despite
converting it to a useful form and transmitting it to shore.
findings
the many technical problems which came to light, our early
were encouraging and were reported to the Department of Energy's
Advisory Council on Research and Development, ACORD , and, together
with the National Engineering Laboratory study (3) commissioned by
the Department of Energy, were instrumental in es t ablishing the
The Board is supporting thi s programme, both
National Progr amme (4).
through membership of the steering committee and its own independent
studies.
The next I! to 2 years will be devoted to assessing the
technical feasibility of exploit i ng wave energy, det ermining the
contribution which it could make towards meeting the UK's long-term
energy requirements, i n particular as a source of electrical power,
and to making first order assessments of the cost of implementing a
wave power programme and the possible economic benefits which might
arise.

The power associated with a monochromatic wave i s therefore
( 3)

Ocean waves are, of course, generated by the wind so wave
power is in fact another form of wind, and therefore solar, power
Water waves propagate energy at
but with an important difference.
an extremely high efficiency so the ocean is ana lo gous to an
exceedingl y large windmil l and even when waves ar e not being
generated by a local wind (the wind sea ) , there is a good chance of
waves from remote wind fields (the swell sea) being present.

,

l.'l.

(the longer the wavelength and period, the fas t er it t ravels), and
the speed with which the energy propagates, t he group vel oci ty v,
is one half of this.

Waves in the Ocean

The first and obvi ous requirement of an assessment of wave
power is an understanding of the energy source, both its scale and its
overall characteristics , sinc e these determine both the potential and
the pitfal l s.

Textbook linear wave theory (16, for example) is an excel l ent
A
basis for unders t anding the bas i c char acteri s tics of wave power.
simple progressive sinuso i dal wave of amplit ude a , wav e length A, and

(2)

It will also be seen from the forms of equation (2) that the
wavelength and period are simply related as A = gT 2/2n, a 7 s wave
having a wavelength of 75 m, a 10 s wave one of 150 m and so on .

A MAJOR RESOURCE

Some Background

c = A/T =l(g/k) = gT/2n

per unit width of wave front.

In this Paper we will examine the progress which has already
been made and highlight some of the key issues which still have to be
Finally, although it is far too early to make any
resolved.
meaningful estimate of the ultimate economics of wave power, we will
outline some of the factors which must be included in assessing the
economic case.
2.

The speed with which the wave propagates, the phas e velocity
c, can be written variously as

The Institute of Oceanographic Scienc es and other
organisations, collect data from wave buoys, weather ships, light
A particula:lY
ships and sightings from ships in passage .
.
comprehensive set of published data for th e Nor t h Atlantic come~
from the weather ship site 'India' (S0°N 19° W) , (Drap er an~ Squire,1967).
In line with usual practice these data ar e presented (18) in terms of
a 'significant wave height', H5 , and a 'zero cross ing period', Tz.
The location of 'India' is shown on the map, Figur e 1, and the wave
conditions measured there are believed to be repres entat i ve of those
existing to at least the continental shelf and probabl~ mu~h cl?ser
The frequency of occurrence of Hs , Tz combinations is
in shore .
1.3

shown on the scatter diagram, Figure 2, from which it is clear that
the most frequent wave states are in the 1 to 5 m high, 7 to 11 s
period region.
In interpreting these data it is important to recognise that
measurements of Hs and Tz cannot simply be equivalenced to a
Although
monochromatic wave and the power estimated using equation (3).
swell components can be substantially plane and monochromatic when the
generating site is a great distance from the measuring point (19), the
Usually it is treated as the
local wind sea is far more complicated.
linear sum of many monochromatic waves of random relative phase distributed
The
both in direction, 0, and across the frequency spectrum, f.
principle direction, 80 is usually the wind direction and the total spectrum
is represented as the product of a one dimensional spectral density
function £(f) and a spreading term g(8-8 0 ) by which means g need not be
considered when estimating wave power levels but will be important when
considering the efficiency of the devices.
The preferred form of £(f) is that of Pierson and Moskowitz (20)
£(f) = Af-S exp(-Bf- 4 )
where A and Bare constants related to the wind speed and fetch or other
For wave power studies it is convenient to employ the
wave parameters.
definition in terms of Hs and Tz in which
4
4
B = 1/nT
A= H 2/4nT
z
z and
s
and examples of £(f) for typical 'India' sea states are shown in Figure 3.
It will be seen that the energy of the wave system is concentrated at the
low frequency end of the spectrum in waves longer than represented by Tz.
From the analysis of Count and Robinson (8) it can be shown that,
when Hs is measured in metres and Tz in seconds, the power of a wind
generated wave system represented by this particular distribution is
P ~ 0.55 H 2T kW m-l of wave front normal to 80
s

z

•

This estimate assumes a degree of filtering in the data collection system
and is accurate to about 30%, perfectly adequate for our present needs.
The data in Figure 2 will now be seen to represent power levels
ranging from Oto 2 MW m- 1 with an average of some 80 kW m-1 and a most
frequent power level of about 50 kW m- 1 , in line with the power base
employed by previous authors (1), (2), (3), (5) and (9).
Taken along 1500 km or so of the UK west coast these data imply
an average wave power .of 120 GW or more than double the installed capacity
of the CEGB and.S times the annual average demand, and even taking
slightly lower average power estimates for inshore locations of 70 kW m- 1
off Scotland and Irelandand 20 to 50 kW m-1 off SW England (3) wave power
is clearly a very large resource.
3.

VARIABILITY IN THE SUPPLY

Just as the sun and the wind cannot be relied upon for a continuous
supply of energy, so wave power is also an extremely variable resource.

1.4

A closer examination of the 'India' data shows not only
that for about 1% of the year waves higher than 10 m and periods
greater than 11 s are experienced, with average powers of
> 1 MW m- 1 , but for a further 1% of the year there is very little
These storms and calms occur at random which
wave power at all.
means t~at wave power cannot be regarded as"firm power" and its
value will have to be assessed for its ability to conserve other
forms of prime energy and reduce running costs on conventional
plant and not as an alternative to nuclear or conventional fossil
fuelled power stations.
It is reasonable to expect that there will be higher powers
The CEGB (2) has produced
and fewer calms in winter than summer.
seasonal load factors from the 'India' data, Figure 4 which
h~ghlights t~e seasonal variation in the energy suppl;, more in
winter than in the summer, which compares favourably with the
This is widely regarded
pattern of el~ctricity demand in the UK.
a~ an attractive feature of wave power particularly when the high
winter load factors at useful power densities are taken into account.

Despite the limited statistical nature of the 'India' data
about 1 year of data accumulated over 10 years, the CEGB (2) have '
also drawn attention to the fact that power levels vary enormously
In addition, Figure 5, they show that even in a
from year to year.
winter month periods of very low power availability can ext end to
several days emphasising the non-firm characteristic and providing
strong evidence that to incorporate storage to give a continuous
output would require uneconomically large capacities.
On much shorter timescales, Figure 5 also shows that changes
in the incident power can be very rapid - 200 kW m-1 in only a
This extreme variability extends
3 hour period being quite common.
even to the minute by minute time scale where the random nature of the
wave gene:ation process is such that in a 'stationary' sea, i.e. one whose
spect:um is not chan?ing with time, instantaneous powers of more than
In these situations however storage would
ten times the mean wil~ oc~ur.
be of great value and is likely to be economically feasible.

Finally we should consider the directional characteristics
Hogben and Lumb (21) have presented data on
of the energy supply.
mean direction to indicate that at 'India' only 45% of seas approach
from the west, while 24%, 19% and 12% approach from the south, north
It follows that not all the energy available
and east respectively.
at 'India' will be present at more sheltered inshore sites.
Furthermore since the energy is spread about the mean direction,
usually represented as a cos 2s[(0-6 0 )/2] function in which s can
:ange from 1 at high frequencies to 10 or more at low frequencies, it
is clear that the power drawn from a given sea will depend on the
directional characteristics of the device.
4.

THE WAVE POWER PROBLEM

Before proceeding to a more detailed discussion of wave power
systems, it is worth considering what characteristics an ideal system
should have in the light of the known characteristics of the energy
supply.
It is apparent that on average the availability of wave power
A
is ~ufficiently large that it is a potentially valuable resource.
satisfactory return on capital will most probably require the operation
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of converter plant at a fairly high load factor, particularly in
the winter when the opportunities for saving expensive fossil fuels
are greatest, and on the basis of Figure 4 this would imply designing
for SO to 150 kW m- 1 , noting that the system will be required to
continue to produce power at its design level even when the incident
wave power exceeds this level.

11

The ideal wave power system will therefore be one which can
accept a random energy input of extreme variability, be able to cope
with a wide range of incident wave directions and incorporate sufficient
short term storage to smooth minute by minute or even hour by hour
fluctuations in the energy supply.
Whilst it will be very efficient
in low and moderate seas it will be very helpful if the overall
characteristics of the device and its associated conversion and
transmission system make it progressively less efficient as the incident
power increases to extreme levels.
By this means a more even output and
better use of generation and transmission capacity would be achieved.

Flaps
In deep water, the horizontal component of the motion of the
fluid, which decays as exp(- ky) with increasing depth, can be closely
matched to an oscillating vertical flap hinged at something like
.4A below the surface.
In between the completely undamped motion,
when the flap moves freely with the incident wave and generates a new
wave with the same energy to the rear, and the overdamped condition,
~here the flap barely moves and the incident wave is reflected, there
1s an optimum damping when almost half the energy can be extracted,
the remainder being contained in reflected and transmitted waves of
reduced size.
Systems of this type also require complicated and
expensive sea bed connections.

The problem then is to identify a system with these general
characteristics which can be built to survive the hostile extremes of the
ocean environment with good reliability and long life at a cost which can
be justified in terms of the capitalised value of the fuel savings it
would make possible.
5.

schemes are that either the link to the sea bed is very complicated
and expensive or the float does not restrict itself to the heave
motion from which energy is to be extracted but it pitches and
surges with an attendant loss of performance.
One interesting
exception is the so called resonant point absorber (13) which can,
in principle, extract energy at a high efficiency from a wave front
of width equivalent to (A/2~) regardless of its own size.
Evans (12)
has confirmed this result theoretically but notes that for small
devices, very large amplitudes of motion are required.

WAVE POWER DEVICES - GENERAL

Air Bells and Wave Pumps

Up to the present time most of those who have interested
themselves in wave power have concentrated their efforts on the device
which is put to sea to couple to the incident wave system.
As a result
many patents exist for ramps, floats, flaps, systems involving fixed and
moving air bells and 'wavepumps' of various descriptions.
A very
comprehensive survey of the patent literature can be found in (3).
With
certain notable exceptions most of these ideas presume a passive device
coupling to either the 'potential' or 'kinetic' energy components, i.e.
the surface displacement or the circular fluid particle motions.
The
principle types are:

Early ideas for these devices were also based on the motion of
the fluid surface.
It was conceived that if an air bell was supported
with its open bottom a little way below the water surface, passing waves
would cause a cyclic pressure variation in the trapped air and, therefore,
if the vessel were connected through a rectifying valve arrangement to a
small turbine, power could be produced.
This is the operating principle
of the 300 or so self-powered navigation buoys, designed by Masuda in
Japan.
They are in use around the world but their conversion efficiency
tends to be very low, although this is of no concern in this particular
application.

Ramps

Wave pumps also work off subsurface pressure variations by
pumping fluid around a circuit containing a hydraulic motor using a
succession of suitably spaced collapsible cylinders connected through
non return valves.
A common error made in designing such systems is
to assume that the pressure at all depths is the hydrostatic head
pg(y +~)where y is the depth and~ the instantaneous wave elevation.
In fact the pressure amplitude decays at the same rate as the velocity
amplitude and neither system will function if deeply immersed.

Strictly speaking only ramp and similar schemes can be regarded
as passive.
The forward momentum of the fluid in a wave travelling into
shallowing water is converted into an hydraulic head on a sloping sea wall,
water being carried over the top to charge a 'high' level reservoir.
Power can be produced by returning water from the reservoir to the sea
through a low head turbine working on the difference between the reservoir
and the mean water levels.
The only moving parts are the turbines and
the only variables are the slope and height of the ramp.
Such a scheme
was proposed for Mauritius (22), taking advantage of the small tidal range
and a particular coastal structure, but for the British Isles, where the
tidal range is large compared with likely ramp heights, ramp schemes do
not seem to be attractive despite their undoubted simplicity, reliability
and substantial inbuilt storage capacity.

6.

PROMISING DEVICE CONCEPTS

Although the general device types described above seem to be
unpromising, it is in fact variations on these early themes which are
among the leading contenders for highly efficient and hopefully
practical devices and which are now being developed in the DoEnergy/CEGB
studies.

Floats
The Cockerell pontoons (6), Figure 6, can be regarded as a series
of floats which progressively extract the energy of a wave as it
progresses down the line.
The ingeneous aspect of this invention is that
by hinging the floats together and extracting power from the relative
motion of adjacent elements, the need for complex sea bed couplings is
minimised to the mooring, power and control system connections.

The visible part of a wave system is of course the surface motion
and not surprisingly there have been many schemes for allowing floats
to heave in response to this motion taking power out at a pump or
similar device attached to a mooring line.
The problems with such
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The Salter duck (5,10) similarly overcomes the basic
limitations of the flapping plate by virtue of its cleverly designed
shape (Figure 7).
This was chosen such that when the duck oscillates
in roll about the correct centre, the front of the duck, which faces
the waves, moves almost exactly with the fluid motions absorbing all
the energy.
The rear section, which is circular, does not displace
any fluid and cannot therefore generate a transmitted wave.
In twodimensional tank tests using plane monochromatic waves, Salter had
demonstrated a 90% efficiency by late 1974. (5,11).

efficiency in low and medium powered seas (small Tz) and to be less
efficient in high powered seas (large Tz).
Three examples of the
Salter duck are included to show the sensitivity to device size.
Also included on Figure 10 are sea efficiencies for the other preferred
devices based on experimental results to date.
These are shown merely
to emphasise the similarity of response which can be achieved and not
to indicate their relative capabilities.
II

Working on the principle (as Cockerell) of progressively
extracting energy from a number of relatively inefficient units, Masuda
has proposed and tested a number of configurations of multi-chamber
air buoys.
In the present DoE programme however the National
Engineering Laboratory are developing the idea further to a much more
sophisticated single chamber device, Figure 8.
Experimental Progress
Experimental studies of these devices have already shown that
each is capable of development to a high efficiency compact wave power
converter with the required overall characteristics.
Their widely
differing appearances present different engineering problems and it is
hoped that one of them could ultimately be developed as part of a
practical system.
Salter, in particular, has explored the dynamics of his device
in great detail and whereas early work (11) had suggested that ducks
would need to be 30 to 50 m diameter to couple adequately to North
Atlantic waves his more recent experiments suggest that a dramatic
reduction in the required size is possible, with an enhanced overall
performance.
In these experiments he has shown that by carefully
controlling the distribution of his structural material he can, with a
simple power take-off characteristic produce a peak efficiency of
85% and exceed 50% over a full 2:1 frequency band, and by applying more
sophisticated control can exceed 80% efficiency over an even larger band.
What makes these results even more remarkable is that if this can be
achieved at full scale, devices for the North Atlantic need be no more
than 10 to 15 m in diameter.
These results are discussed fully by
Salter in (10) and are reproduced in Figure 9.
Recent tank tests carried out by the CEGB on the Cockerell raft
system indicate that it is possible to achieve broadly similar performance
characteristics with that device.
Though the pontoon system has a
greater overall length, its shallow draught may mean that when sized for
the North Atlantic it will require no more structural material than the
duck.
The results which are currently available from NEL suggest that
their device also displays the same overall characteristics and has the
advantage over the others of having no large moving parts.
Sea Performance
A plot of 'efficiency' versus 'frequency' measured for monochromatic
waves in tanks does not give a real picture of how the devices will
operate at sea and how their performances match to the requirements set
out in section 4.
To indicate what we may hope to achieve, the results
from Figure 9 are reproduced as 'sea performances' in Figure 10 in which
the spectral distribution of wave energy in the sea has been taken into
account.
The size of the device has been chosen to maximise the
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One characteristic which is not taken into account by these
performance considerations is the ability of the device to accept energy
from a number of directions.
If, ultimately, one recognises that a
very long line of devices will be required to produce significant
..
quantities of power, 1000 MW or more, a side-to-side absorption capability
is not required although the NEL design could be made to be genuinely
omni-directional and could function in this way.
The NEL buoy could
therefore be made to absorb energy from the rear as well as the front and,
if so designed, so too could the contouring raft.
Only the Salter duck,
being deliberately asymmetric, would not obviously be able to extract
energy from the rear.
All of these devices can be expected to cope
with a fairly wide range of incident directions, and directional spreads,
of the wave energy so long as the width of each element is kept well
below a wavelength and this has been demonstrated both on wave power
devices and ship models.
Finally, all the experiments have been carried out in tanks and,
except for the CEGB pontoon tests, have been of models operating from a
fixed datum.
The full effect of operating devices as moored free
floating systems with realistic, often non linear, power off take
equipment has therefore yet to be determined, and each of these factors
is likely to reduce the performance of a given device.

JI

Theoretical Progress

JI

Within the CEGB a comprehensive theoretical model of the
hydrodynamics and dynamic response of devices of the duck and pontoon
type has been developed (24) from work by Ursell (25, 26), Evans (12),
Katory (27), Newman (28) and Takagi (29).
The predictions fro~ the
theory, which correlate well with the experimental evidence available,
show that great care must be taken in interpreting model results to full
scale.
For example, Salter's duck would, as he suggests, have to be made
in self-stable units consisting of several ducks mounted off a single
spine if his results are to be reproduced at sea.
The theoretical
model shows that an isolated duck, set up as suggested by Salter's
fixed centre work, would perform relatively badly because of the heave
and sway motions of the spine, although changes in shape, size, ballast
distribution and loading characteristics could also be effective in
counteracting the performance loss due to unwanted motions.
Although still at an early stage of development, such theoretical
work is already making an impact on device design and system studies and
in due course will be essential to the overall optimisation of complete
wave energy conversion systems.
7.

OVERALL SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

It must be recognised that the device for extracting the wave
energy, although vital, is only the first link in a long chain of
.
equipment needed to convert the wave energy into a usable form, transmit
it to shore and feed it into either the electricity supply system or,
possibly, that of some other energy consumer or distributor.
If a
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single key area can be identified in the study of wave power it is
probably the design and engineering of an economic and efficient
conversion and transmission system connecting the device to the
It is already clear that this system will have to accept
consumer.
a random and extremely wide ranging energy input but it is only now
that the wave and device characteristics are better understood that
a meaningful study of the options can be contemplated.
Conversion and Transmission Systems
A simplified block diagram showing the probable component
combinations which will make up a complete wave power system is shown
Many detailed, but purely speculative, conversion
in Figure 11.
systems can be conceived within the framework of this diagram but here
only some of the more obvious routes and problems will be described.
Wave/Mechanical to Electricity
The first major problem arises at the mechanical connection
between the device and its load, whether the latter is electrical or
The initial motions are the slow oscillation (at typically
hydraulic.
Except in the
part of the device relative to another.
one
.1 Hz) of
turbines are
air
and
air
displaced
which
case of the Masuda system in
be required
will
linkage
mechanical
a
an integral part of the design,
include
linkages
Possible
load.
the
between the moving structure and
even chains,
or
bearings,
into
incorporated
be
could
which
gears,
levers or
are
torques
large
very
that
mean
velocities
initial
low
but the very
engineering
power
involved in transmitting powers which are modest by
For example, if a device produces 1 MW whilst oscillating
standards.
with an amplitude of 15° at 0.1 Hz, the torque ampltiude at the device
is about 1200 tonne m which is nearly eight times the torque on the
shaft of a 500 MW power station alternator.
In general, it is difficult to contemplate mechanical
rectification of the device output and so not only is the first mechanical
connection subject to the full randomness of the wave energy supply, it
will also in general be subjected to reversing loads at the wave frequency.
Once having obtained mechanical motions at a convenient speed
there is next the problem of energy conversion to a more usable form.
Glendenning and Count (2) briefly discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of 'direct electrical' and hydraulic/electric loading and it is most
probable that the greater ease of handling low speeds and large forces,
together with the convenience with which short term storage can be
Either way many other
included, will favour the latter approach.
factors need to be considered including the choice of the optimum
plant/machine rating (cost and performance), the problems of combining
and controlling the outputs from many random sources (the adjacent
devices) and the delivery of energy to, say, the CEGB grid in a form
which does not create serious operational difficulties on the main system.
It is perhaps worth emphasising here that in practice there is
bound to be a mismatch between the recommendations of the system
The effect which
designer and the requirements of the device designer.
the inevitable compromise will have on the performance could be quite
marked and will have to be determined before economic arguments can be
settled with any degree of confidence.
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The Floating Factory
The one approach which could avoid many of these problems is
the so called 'floating factory ' concept first introduced by
There have been many suggestions of this type
Denton, et al. (1).
ranging from 'off shore aluminium production', where it is presumed
that electricity is produced and used at sea so saving on transmission
costs, to hydrogen production, which again presumes electricity
produced at the device but from which the ultimate product could be
either the electrolytically produced hydrogen itself or a synthetic
One very interesting floating factory option is the
liquid fuel.
concentration of heavy metals from sea water which 'only' requires that
the device pumps large volumes of sea water through separation beds.
This could, amongst other things, provide the UK with its own source
All of these
of uranium fuel for an extensive reactor programme.
programme.
UK
the
in
considered
being
are
alternatives
8.

THE PERFORMANCE AND APPEARANCE OF AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM

It will by now be clear that whilst wave power shows promise,
still a very long way to go before it will be capable of
is
there
commercial exploitation but there is a sufficient understanding of
the various aspects of the wave power problem to begin to build up a
picture of a developed system and its performance.
The extreme variations in power deduced from Figures 2 and 5
are, first of all, modified by the characteristics of the sea
Although it may well be possible to realise
performance, Figure 10.
the very high efficiencies quoted by Salter, for the moment we will
for illustration use the more modest fully floating pontoon results.
Under 'normal' operating conditions in a moderate 3 m high sea with a
9 s period, of about 45 kW m-1, the device would produce about 28 kW m- 1 .
A 14 m, 14 s sea of 1.5 MW m-1 will produce very substantially more
output but the reduced efficiency limits this to about 420 kW m-1.
To design the conversion and transmission system to transfer
420 kW m-1 efficient~y would, however, demand that at least the first
stages of the conversion to be rated at 4 MW m-1 or more because of
This in turn would mean that
the randomness of the energy supply.
this plant was badly under-utilised because of the very low output
Rating at less than this output,
load factor at this power level.
on the other hand, would progressively cause a loss of power from the
For a linearly loaded device, with a constant damping factor,
peaks.
K Nm s- 1 , the device velocity, v, will be Gaussian distributed and,
since the power output

i\T IT

2

Kv dt,

0

the mean power output can be determined as a function of the peak power
This is shown as an additional "overload efficiency" related
rating.
to the ratio (peak power/input rms power) in Figure 12, for cases when
either the system continues to produce power at its peak rating when
overloaded or when under ov erload conditions output is lost. By
choosing a reasonable peak rating of, say, 150 kW m- 1 , we now find
that the 'moderate' sea hardly overloads the system and the full
28 kW m- 1 is produced, but at 420 kW m-1 the system is so overloaded that
In fact applying these devices and
output is cut to about 100 kW m-1.
overload efficiencies to the 'India' data shows that with a peak rating
of 150 kW m- 1 and a continuous rating of about 90 kW m-1 (which is all
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the transmission system need cope with) an annual average output of
27 to 34 kW m-1 could be achieved depending on the spectral
distribution assumed for the long period low height seas,
Pierson-Moskowitz or swell respectively.
Both the overall
efficiency and the annual load factor are in the range 0.3 to 0.38,
and in winter the load factor will be very much higher though the
efficiency is less.
The choice of device size and plant rating are
in fact particularly important factors in the optimisation of wave
power economics and is currently the subject of a detailed study in
the CEGB..
The most probable plant layout for the example given above, which
is fairly typical, can now be postulated.
It can be seen that by
rating the system at about 90 kW m-1, a 1000 MW installation, with a
single transmission connection to shore, need only be about 11 km long.
It would be made up of many individual ducks, pontoons, or buoys, each
no more than 30 to 50 m wide so as to give the desired directional
characteristics, moored singly or joined in stable sub-assemblies
along a line 10 to 20 km from shore.
Each device group even if loaded
hydraulically will probably be connected electrically through low power
flexible cables to a centrally placed control centre-cum-transmission
head.
At this sea going substation, rather like a large oil platform
production,the device outputs would be combined and smoothed and fed
into a main HY transmission line to shore where the power would either
be used directly or connected to the grid.

The main area where wave power might be expected to impact
on the environment is in its modification to the sea.
An efficient
wave power device is after all an ideal breakwater which could produce
effects such as altering the sea bed by, for example, creating sand
bars close to the device, reducing littoral drift and modifying coastal
erosion and deposition patterns.
The likely extent of these effects
is not known but since the devices will tend not to extract much energy
from ~torm waves, and short choppy seas are likely to be regenerated
in the 10 to 20 km between the device and the shore, there would seem
to be a very good prospect that these effects would not be particularly
significant.
Similarly, ecological effects are not likely to give cause for
concern and it may even be that the presence of large structures could
attract new species of fish and plant life or encourage larger colonies
of existing species.
In fact, it is likely that the reverse effect of
marine fouling on the performance and maintenance of devices will be
much more severe.
The two areas where serious objection could be raised and which
will therefore have to be studied very carefully, are the obstruction
to navigation and the consequences of collisions with ships and damage
to coastal installations including harbours and even fixed platforms
which could result from a device breaking free of its moorings.
Impact of the Environment

9.

LIVING WIIB THE ENVIRONMENT
Storms

Two environmental impacts are important, that of the device on
the environment and that of the environment on the device.
Impact on the Environment
One of the major attractions commonly claimed for all of the
renewable sources of energy is that they are non polluting.
Except
for possible spillages of oil from hydraulic or lubrication circuits
this certainly applies to wave power.
There are other environmental
impacts which will have to be taken into account and a brief study
carried out within the CEGB identified some of these and provided a
qualitative assessment of their importance.
The visual impact of the device is only likely to be significant
if it must be located close in shore.
All the more promising devices
are intended for deep water operation, more than 10 km from the coast,
and have such a low profile that they will not be visible from land.
The main visual impact will be due to the inshore terminal of the
transmission link.
Unless say hydrogen is the selected transmission
medium and a chemical plant or some other industrial complex is
established to process or use the hydrogen directly it is landed, this
termination need have no greater impact than existing large substations.
The construction and operation of wave power systems will
create a need for large industrial complexes, dwellings and, possibly,
new harbour facilities to be established and serviced by road and rail.
Where no alternative exists but to develop green field sites then this
would give rise to strong objections.

l.12

One aspect of wave power common to all devices relates to the
ability of each to cope with the very severe conditions which exist
in the Atlantic.
The scatter diagram indicates a .1% occurrence of
waves with a significant wave height of around 14 m corresponding to
peak waves of around 20 m in height and the predicted 50 year wave is
34 m high.
The air-water interface is the worst place to be in severe storm
conditions and this has led to thoughts of arranging for devices to
submerge to a safe depth in extreme conditions.
However, the high
cost of submarine technology would suggest that if possible the devices
should be designed to ride out storms.
Examination of the scatter
diagram, Figure 2, shows that on only relatively few occasions does
the apparent wave slope (H/A) exceed 1:20.
Although slopes of 1:10
will in fact be common in individual waves it is nevertheless clear
that in general the extremely high seas will have a proportionately
long wavelength and period and devices could well be expected to ride
such waves.
The reductions in the performance of devices at large
wave periods measured in model tests tend to confirm this.
Against
this, very confused crossed seas can occur which could lead to
erratic and damaging structural motions and there must in addition be
a probability that very steep waves and plunging breaking waves will
occur.
No statistics for the occurrence of plunging breakers have
been found, but if they should occur the effect on devices could be
catastrophic and this topic requires very careful study.
Similar
questions arise when considering the extreme loads which mooring systems
will be required to withstand.

l. I 3

widely spaced installations could be more consistent than the output
from each independently.

Reliability, Maintenance and Plant Life
In a situation where it is not at all clear what components
are likely to be included in the selected 'best' system it is only
possible to indicate the range of issues involved.
It has been
suggested that wave power devices should be designed and constructed
as cheap expendable units which can easily be replaced or salvaged.
At present it is not at all clear that it will be possible to consider
units either to be 'cheap' or in any land based sense 'easily replaceable'
except as complete installed units.
On both counts therefore there
would seem to be a strong incentive to design the device and machinery
as a maintainable unit of the highest reliability and life.

11
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Recent studies at Marchwood, using the analysis outlined in
section 8 to determine plant ratings and the total energy output,
suggest that so long as transmission and generator components do not
require expensive development and so l ong as the infrastructure required
to construct, deploy and maintain a wave power system does not become
too significant (and it might) costs and values could be of the same order.
This would seem to confirm wave power as a leading contender among the
naturally recurring energy resource options.

The main structural elements, which, because they are not
required to carry cargo, can have a much higher proportion of their
displacement weight in structural mat eri al than is common in shipbuilding
practice, should be capable of achieving a very long life.
Surviving
Mulberry Harbour units point to the potential longevity of sea going
reinforced concrete structures which must, on cost grounds alone, be
strongly preferred to steel.
Exposed hinges, bearings or even gears, particularly those which
are below the water line on the other hand, cannot be expected to have
a long life unless units which can be guaranteed 'sealed for life'
can be produced, no doubt a very expensive option.
Otherwise the system
must be designed so that the consequences of the failure of exposed
components do not put either the main structure or the take off machinery
at risk or alternatively that their replacement should be 'relatively'
easy.

II
II
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As for the conversion machinery itself, whilst it is again
possible to contemplate sealed units exposed to the elements, inboard
mounting in as close an approximation to an engine room environment as
possible would be much better and may be essential for an acceptable
life.
In this way it should be possible to provide access to the plant
and machinery for routine servicing and maintenance, during calm periods
at least, which has an impact on the structural design.

There have been many claims, extreme and moderate, for and
against the development of wave power based on assessments of the
potential economics.
In the situation where so many technical and
engineering questions are unresolved this is hardly surprising.
The recent studies (1), (3), (31) have, however, all fallen in the
same £400 to 800/kW cost band although Glendenning and Count (2) argue
that a £/kW value is not particularl y meaningful in assessing the
value of an energy saving system.
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Taken overall, it would appear that if satisfactory solutions
can be found to the many formidable technical and engineering problems
without incurring an undue increase in costs, there is a possibility that
wave power could make a valuable contribution to Britain's energy needs.
At the same time, valuing nuclear power on the same basis clearly
demonstrates that while it can be operated at reasonably high load
factors nuclear plant will always be significantly cheaper.
Finally, it must be emphasised that the views in this Paper
are based on still limited theoretical studies and small scale model
tests and it will take several years of intensive study to confirm the
prospects for wave power and many more to develop it on a commercial
scale.
11.
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There are many other issues to be considered under this heading
including the effect on the security of the whole system, of the failure
of one part either through storm damage or even collision, the need for
workshops on board devices or the provision of support ships and the
necessary harbourage and so on.
10. PROSPECTS
It has been demonstrated that ocean waves are an abundant source
of power, possibly the largest exploitable naturally recurring source
available to the United Kingdom.
Several potentially efficient device
types have been identified which need to be no larger than is commonplace
in shipbuilding.
Having taken account of the likely characteristics of
these devices and their associated power conversion equipment, it has
· been shown that the extreme variability of the energy source can be
reduced to more manageable proportions.
Output power densities, on the
other hand, remain at a sufficiently high level that .'power station
sized' assemblies of about 1000 MW may need to be no more than 10 to
20 km long.
Although wave power cannot be regarded as firm power there
is a seasonal variation in the supply which corresponds to the variation
in demand on the CEGB system.
There is, in addition, the possibility that
the scale of the weather, and therefore wave, system is sufficiently
small in relation to the United Kingdom, that the combined output from
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1., Introduction

Any paper about tidal energy necessarily depends to some extent on the history

0 . 6 1------1

of attempts to generate it, starting with the medieval tidal mills of Western
Europe and examining some of the many ingenious ideas which have been

....:J

propounded by engine2ring writers from many countries since then.

,a..o

....
....0..

Thes e

ideas have included, separately or in combination:-

:J
:J

0

,_

a)

single basin - ebb generation - turbo-generators acting in one

(I)

3:

direction (the

0
0..

11

single-effect 11 scheme)

(I)
0)

a
,_

b)

single basin - ebb and flow - turbo-generators acting in two

(I)

>

directions {the

0

-u
~

11

double-effect 11 scheme)

0.21--+-----l------J....-----1----+----I-----+----;

0

c)

multiple basins and continuous generation

d)

multiple basins and peak generation

e)

vertical shaft Kaplan-type turbo,-generators

f)

horizontal-shaft

g)

horizontal--shaft. propeller turbines

h)

as {g) but with centrifugal pumps mounted peripherally to

E
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0
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0.0 O
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OF
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11 bulb 11 -type

turbo-generators

pump water at high pressures for Pelton-wheel turbo-generators

PO WE R DEV I CE / G ENERATOR .

i)

horizontal-sha.fl l!straight-flow 11 turbo-generators· with electricity
generation by a perpheral alter·natoi'
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j)

propell er turbines driving air compressors for underground

Finally, reliable methods of re-timing electrical e nergy in large quantities by

air storage a nd gas-turbine peaking generation

its temporary storage in other forms were needed, together with high-voltage
transmission systems.

k)

pumped hydro-stor age in sepurate reservoirs overground and
The resurgence of interest in tidal energy in 'recent years has taken place because

underground

the methods and the markets are now more appropriate for it and to some extent
1)

pumped hydro-storage rn estuarial reservoirs with assisted

I

environmental damage from competing forms of energy production.

refilling by tides

i

m)

electrically interlinked

· because of the sudden awareness in the g eneral public of the dangers of

11 single-effect 11

schemes

Ii

Tidal energy is one of the

11 cleanest 11

land and has many side benefits o
n)

hydraulically interlinked

11 single-effect 11

forms of energy; its production uses no

In short, the time for tidal energy development

has just about arrivedo

schemes
I

o)

single basin with two-way pumping/generating to produce
2,

guaranteed power

Ocean tides have a small range - usually less then lm.

This is by no means a comprehensive list of ideas but probably includes those
better--known.

have seen much greater variations than that.

Hydraulic engineers will recognise Passamaquoddy in (d) and (e)

and La Rance in (o).

This amplification is partially

regular wave at the bay entrar:ice builds upon the proceeding wave 1s effect,

0

to produce increased amplitude at the closed end.

wave into a smaller and smaller wave front and so a higher and higher wave.

hav .e wrestled with the problems involved, some successfully, others less so, and
yet at the end of it all what is there to show for it?

Partially it may be due

to the coastal configuration which funnels or channds the energy of a tidal

It will be clear, even from such a list as this that many people over a long time
One well-publicised and

However these two causes interact, it is a fact that a range of less than lm in

documented 240MW scheme at La Rance which is no longer operated ma.inly as a
power producer for which it was designed, but as &n energy producer.

the Atlantic Ocean off Nova Scotia has d , veloped to a 15m range at the head of

It

the Bay of Fundy.

produced energy rather expensively to begin with but is rather more competit ive
down and alternative energy source s are becoming more expensive o

In addition

there is a Russian pilot plant at Kislayaguba, north of Murmansk in the White Sea,
where one bulb-type machine produces some energy, while the structure housing
it supplies data about the behaviour of ma tcrials in an ice.-bound environment.

On the other side of the continent, in Cook Inlet, Alaska,

a 4m range at its entrance becomes Sm in Knik Arm, near Anchorage.

now, of course, after ten years of operation, when the loans are being written

II

Y ~t most of us will

due to resonance, where a bay or estuary length and depth are such that a

More esoteric variebes have usually been confined to

technical articles and internal reports

The oceanic tides and barrage effects

In

the Irish Sea, the mean range is 4o 2m at Skomer Island at the mouth of the
I
I

Bristol Channel, while at Avonmouth, the port of Bristol, it has increased
to 9.4m.

Clearly there are very large masses of water on the move and an

opportunity exists to develop water power using turbo-generators.

!

This is not a lot of practical result, it might be thought for so much ingenuity

II

and effort expended..

Such a view is understandable but only partially justifi.::ib le.

The truth of the matter is that large-scale d e velo1;ment of tidal-energy ha s had to
await for technological development s to t<!ke place to make it poss ible.

Firs tly,

the hydraulic turbine, then the electrical generator and then the devcbi,m c nt of
sufficiently largo e l ectric a l systems , ,.vith a variety of ways of meeting d e m and .

:,!

One of the major questions then to be resolved is how much will the range of the
tide be affected if a barrage is built closing off part of an estuary or inlet, and
altering the discharge phase of ebb-flow by some hours.

Since the energy to be

captured is a function of the square of the rang0 (or thereabouts), even
comparatively small percentage reductions may alter the cost of ene1--gy appreciably.

'

Fortunately there are ways of tackling this problem , by mathema.tical
modelling of the sea areas concerned
Such m c.d=ls L
b
d
"
nuve een evcloped 1n
various countries but our own Institute of Oc eanog\~<3.phic Sciences has been a
O

pioneer and a model developed there of the Bay of F undy and Gulf of Main e is
currently being u sed in C anada to det e rmine the effects of various power
schemes in the Bay
0

The "slugs" of energy will vary in size as the range of the tide varies from
neap to spring tides over about 14 days, the ratio

of energy outputs per

tide being of the order of 1 : 3 o
Since typical electrical system demands are higher in the daytime and early
evening and lower during the night, so different generating plants are used,
according to their characteristics, to serve particu lar blocks or components

The effects can be quite large. C ertain sites in Fundy have shown ranoe
reductions of over 20 % though fortunately the mc st
· ·
·t
, -·
h
prom1s1ng s1 es snow muc
smaller changes and even s light increases o The Hydraulics Resea rch Station
has recently made a model of th e Bristol Channel and Irish S ea out to the
Continental Sh elf edge to see what would hao')en with a c• .
._
0 e,o rn B arrage an d
I understand the results are showing small ch anges· som e t' t'
·
.
··
, o nem increases
rn range" It should pe rh aps be emphasised that the ·t· ,. -+ 1
.
si .1ng u, ,, , rrag,~
structures
and operating modes may have an important e ffect so that the answ~r will not
always be the same even for- the same site .

30

Mode rn conc epts of tidal energy _gene r ation and its integre.tion into power systems

of the total demand.

Such blocks may be continuous throughout 24 hours

or confined to certain times, and may be at a constant or varying power level.
E,,. tidal power-plant of the single-effect type generates energy for periods of

limited duration, and at times related to the tides, and not at the same time each
day.

The amount of energy per tide varies with the cyclic variation of tidal

range between spring::; and neaps.
to a

11

r·aw 11 supply of this form, it is generally necessary to re-time delivery of

the major part of the tidal energy by some form of energy storage ..

It is perfectly posssible to design a tidal scheme to produce uniform blocks of
energy for 12 hours per day if one uses a great deal of plant, two separate
basins and a lot of system · energy..

Most recent studies of possible tidal schemes have led to. the conclusion that
the most economical en ergy will come from single-effect schemes, that is

Since system demand does not correspond

The trouble is that it is very costly and

does not remove the reliance on conventional (including nuclear) fuels since
a

this internal retiming requires system energy and foregoe's · the generation of

scheme where the tide is allowed to fill up a bas i:1 through l a r ge sluice gat~s
nd th
«
e turbine water passages; is then ret a ined at its highest level with clos ed

considerable am aunts of

slui ces until ~ea level beyond the ba rrier dam ha s fall on to around m e fl.n sea level,
when generation starts, and so produces its en e rgy in V<:lry ing amounts and at
varying powers

For the retiming of the output of any electricity generating plant a variety of
methods may be employed. What must be emphasised is that such retiming

0

11

ra,v 11 tidal energy.

facilities as are provided, are system facilities and are not linked to one plant
only,

0

It follows that it is system cost which is the final criterion by which the

Each "slug" of energy is different from the foregoing o ne and separated from
it by about six hours during which r efilling is taking pla ce ..

introduction of any new plant, including tidal plant, is to be judged.

Two-way and continuous generation schemes in the same place would p roduce

It is often not appreciated that to meet the variations of electrical system demand,
all power sources need a retirn ing capability if they work at less than 100 % load
factoro During 1972 studies on a tidal power site in the Bay of Fundyl, TPC,:,

about a quarter more and substantially less energy resp oct ive lv

th"n th

· 1
e sing e effect scheme hut the evidence, though not conclusive, is that maximum va.lue
for capital invest ed, lies in the latter.
J

,

c,

•

considered the respective retiming costs in 1980 for the scheme's output,.

10, SOOGWh per annum, supplied by tidal, nuclear and fossil-fuel energy..

The

results, which arc indicative rather than definitive, are shown in Table 1 and
illustrate that at low load factors, (ioeo in the less than 30% range) the retiming
capacity required and costs of operation for each source are of the same order.

). 4

Energy

Demand

Source

L.F.

Tidal

f/>

25

66.2

100
25

35o4
40o0
16.8
0

so

Nuclear

so

augmented), tidal energy is moving into a competitive position with
alternative energy sources.

4 1 Modern construction concepts

0

0

100

Table 1 seems to indicate that by trying

to _c ater only for demand in the 15--30% load factor range, by going for
maximum energy generation and using system retiming facilities (slightly

37
32
30o5
34.,6
19.,2
0
34.6
19 .2

40.0
1608

25

so

the same results on the system?

10 6

52.6

100
Fossil

X

The retiming facility c1.t La Rance is the flexible pump-turbine machinery.
The question is - are there cheaper and more efficiant ways of obtaining

1

Retiming Annual Costs
Operation
Capital

The Rance station was built in a cofferdam which took two years to build
Based on an equal mix of PoS• hydro and compressed

and 30 % of the civil engineering cost.

air storage giving ope~ating inputs per kWh generated

are to be built - a way must be found of avoiding these very large cofferdams.

of lkWh
(1980)

@

+ 237 5 BTU: assuming levelised fuel costs

So if bigger and longer barrages

Such a way has arisen out of the use of floating caissons, of which the B_r itish

8% for 30 years, of !Z2o04 per million BTU.

Mulberry Harbour caissons built in 1944 for the invasion of Europe were an
early example o

TABLE 1

Some of these caissons were used by the Dutch after the war

to close the gaps in the dykes made by both sides during the battles in Flanders
Then after the disastrous 1953 North Sea floods, the Dutch

and Holland.

It may be instructive here to- insert a no t e a b ou.~ L a R ance, the French tidal ,
po~er station commissioned in 1966
This scheme was designed with a single-

devised the Deltaplan - the damming of the sea-arms of the Rhine delta.

0

basin equipped with 24 lOMW pump-turbines to provide power on a few hours
notice. Pumping employs system energy to alter the reservoir water level,

necessary.

up or down, to ensure power capacity at the required time o

of culvert caissons used on several of these closures in the 1960 1s.

To close these estuaries many new hydraulic engineering techniques becam:3

The machines

and power station are expensive and latterly have been showing .signs of
premature ageing
The production record of the station is shown in Table 2 •

The gradual filling method was one such - another was the 11se

culvert caisson is essentially a large floating concrete box which can be
sunk onto a prepared foundation, have its sides removed and allow tides_to

O

ebb and flow through it until the whole gap is covered.
1966

1967

1969

1968

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

559,254 597,841 517,108
3,067 208,152 418,556 463,709 494,759 500,989 551,401

Gross Production GWh

120

Pumping Consumption

9,118

38,041

24,513

39,873

42,029

59,474

62,160

90,870

35,622

...

Coefficient of Utilization %

72.5

78.3

83.6

84.0

90.4

91.4

93.2

88.4

Mean Machine Availability %

77.0

85.0

93.5

95.0

93.9

95.2

95.5

85.8

* expressed

as percentage of theoretically - available nett production 544GWh/yoar

TABLE 2 _ Production record of La Rance t.p.s.

,?.

.s

and right across the gap the gates may be closed 0
using the techniques of float-in constructiono

Then all at once

lv1eanwhile others were

It has become a standard

method for putting lighthouses out at sea and for crossing estuaries with
road tunnels.

497,094 506,971 481,486
2,947 199,034 394,043 425,668 454,922 458,960 491,927

Nett Production

The

So it came as no real surprise to find the Russians using

it for their pilot tidal pow~r plant at Kislayaguba near Murmansk in 1969.

The Russians buj.lt the power station in a building dock, fitted it with

J.si

Turbo-generating-2!!.§.chinery

turbo-ge nerators and floated out the whole unit, having first dredged
away the dock bank.

The unit caisson wr1s towed to its site with

additional buoyancy tanks along-side and settled down into position on
a prepared bo.se~

There is no· doubt that this is the preferred method for

The French bulb turbine a.s fitted in the Rance power station was designed to
act both as a turbine and a pump, and to act in either mode in :either direction.
Being a sophisticated machine and a prototype installation it was an expensive

future tidal power stations and modern station designs, like Fig 1, are all

solutiono

based on this float-in type of construction.

adopted in its low-head turbine role in conventional hydro schemeso

It is now, of course, a well-tried ma.chine and has been extensively
It remains

expensive, however, and there is recent evidence from La Rance i:hat the life
This caisson is a very large affair indeed but even it is outclassed by

of the machines may be only half the originally-designed 30 years.

others already constructed or under construction - nota.bly the Ekofisk
oil storage caisson built in a fjord at Stavanger and floated out 150 miles

One way of economising is to use a tidal scheme only as an energy producer

into the North Sea, the Ccndeep platforms constructed in a Nor'wegian fjord

thus

and floated out to station in the North Sea it\ 197 5 an<l even larger structures

and by generating only in one direction, avoiding a draft-tube on the upstream

being built in Scotland*

The tidal power engineers' apparently daring ideas

side.

avoiding the pumping mode and the reversible-pitch turbine blades,
This gives cheaper energy but does not provide firm power and so one

of only a decade ago have already been far surpassed by the oil-men.

has to look at the whole system to see if storage can be provided in other ways.

The caisson concept of construction has been extended to the other parts

Another way to cheapness may be through the use of different machinery.

of the barrage as well as the power house and Fig 2 shows a sketch design

solution proposed is the straight-flow turbine which was developed to a considerable

for one of the proposed refill sluices for the Knik Arm scheme in Alaska.

extent in England by English Electric but has been independently developed and

Connoisseurs of tidal power schemes will recognise in this structure a

is now offered as a low-head solution under the name Straflo, by the Straflo

direct line of descent from Passamaquoddy designs, though any other

Group - a partnership between Escher Wyss of Zurich and Straflo Ltd, London.

One

similarity to that scheme is absent.
In this machine the generator rotor is carried peripherally on the turbine blades
and the electrical generator is separated from the water passage by a special
seal which has been the subject of intensive

development.

Even more

remarkable is the bearing concept since in its propeller fo-rm the Straflo turbine
can be built without any central shaft at all, all the bearings being hydrostatic pads
on the outer rim •

This mac.hine offers large potential savings because of its

compactness and cheape'r civil construction cost and can be built in the sizes
required for tidal energy development without difficulty.
Fig 3 shows a sketch design of this machine, for which

,: t

first order has been

obtained.
The Straflo machine can also be built as a pump-turbine though, like the "bulb"
at consider•ably greater' expense o

The choice of machinery is intimately tied-up

with the mode of operation of the scheme and the economic value of power and
energy on the system.
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The writer has been involved in estimating for two tidal schemes for which
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detailed and reliable cost estimates have been made in the last decade -
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1968 prices should be multiplied by 2o Sm and 1971 prices by 2 .. 1 to obtain
1976 prices ..
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In 1968, the Bristol Channel scheme in England 2 was estimated to have an
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The problem is to update these in the light
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of cost inflation o
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10, SOOGWh, probably nearer 13 ,OOOGWh, at a less than proportionate increase
in capital cost.,
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tidal energy could have been available at no more than 1.0p/k'Nh in 1976.
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If one builds a tidal power station, all the energy will be used and so tidal
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Even allowing for substantially increased contingency costs, it seems that

energy all has one price.
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Using 10% interest

rate I the annual cost was M$80, giving a unit cost in 1976 of 1. 53 cents/kWh.
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In 1971, the Economy Point scheme in the Bay of Fundy 3 was e.stimated to cost
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Even hydro-electric energy cost varies with rainfall.

The cost of energy from various sources is computed in Table 3 and shown
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on Fig 4 and superimposed is the probable price range of tidal energy from
the schemes mentioned.,
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Genera lly speaking t idal energy is competitive in cost with oil and coalOCEAN

fired e nergy at a ll loaci facto rs, b ut c ann o t match incrcm enta l nuclear costs

POOL
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as, at present, predicted o

Even if nuclear fuel pric es were to rise

?T'
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substuntially and interes t rates to fall, it seems unlikely that sea-energy

r--:J
::o
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CA &Lt AND
SE.IMCES GALLERIES

will become cheaper th an these increment.al cos ts, but here it has been
argued th<:tt it is um"'easonable to d esign and build nuclear plant to fuel
pumped-storage plants with part of their output, and to exempt that part
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MAX
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to be inflation-proof, having no fuel and a very small labour component o
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I
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Also it is environmentally unobjectionable and tidal barrages have many
advantages besides their energy-producing roleo

I

They provide estuary

road crossings, they exclude tidal s urges and the flooding of riparian land

. . ,., WAT[R

I
I

L[V[L

00000

and they improve navigation into e stuarial ports - and finally there is no
danger of the depletion of tl-:e energy source in th0 fores eeable future.
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This Symposi um is concerned with the potential for power
of various unconventional energy sources and , being organised
by the South Coast section of the Institute of Fue l, is intended
to investigate the possibiliti es with par ticular reference to
the southern half of th e UK.
It should be said straight away
that, in the opinion of the author, the main "potential for
power" of geothermal energy .in the UK wi ll be as a saver of
other high-grade f uels which are in themselves power producers.
This is perhaps an oversimplification, and in the longer term
there may be prosp ec ts for dirict generat ion of electricity
from geothermal sources in the UK, but at present it seems to
be a fair statement of the position. This is not to say that
geothermal prospects should be neglected; in a finite world it
will be necessary to optimise the use of all our resources and,
in particular, to minimise the current practice of using highgrade fuels such as oil for the production of large quantities
of low-grade heat.
It is estimated that more than 40% of our
current energy requirements are used at temperatures less than
about 120°c, largely for space- and water-heating but also for
some low-temperature industrial processes.
If some proportion
of this could be supplied from the relatively low-grade
unconventional sources such as solar and geothermal energy, then
the fossil fuels saved would have a real "potential for power".
Neglecting the centuries-old usage of thermal springs for
medicinal purposes, virtually all the development of the
commercial use of geothermal energy has occurred within the
last twenty years and, after a fairly slow start, is proceeding
at an ever-increasing pace in countries all over the world.
Several summaries of world-wide developments and their relevance
to the UK have been published in the last few months, and their
bibliographies provide a good lead into the earlier literature
(Bullerwell 1976, Garnish 1976 a, b).
It is sufficient here to
note that in geothermal terms the UK can be regarded as a region
of 'normal' geothermal gradient (ie a rate of increase of
temperature with de p th of 25-30°C/km) containing a few
marginally 'semi-thermal' anomalies.
It is important to
recognise, however, that our present knowledge of deep geological
and thermal conditions ben ea th the UK is poor, being limited in
many areas to depths of only a few hundred metres. The first
priority is to collect the necessary data and a research
programme with this aim will be mounted over the next three
years. Sufficient data are available at present only to make
a tentative estimate of th e developments which might prove
possible in the longer term (say, around the turn of the century)
and this uncertainty must always be borne in mind during the
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Up to the present time, most geothermal developments in
the world have exploited naturally occurring steam fields.
In a geologically stable region like the UK. far removed from
the tectonic plate boundaries, the possibility of locating
such a resource can be discounted (Garnish, 1976 a). The types
of !esource that could exist, however, may be divided into
aquifer sources a~d. 'hot dry rocks'.
In either case, exploitation
would amount to mining the heat contained in the earth's crust
and, as such, the ex tent to which it might be able to contribute
to the nation's energy needs is subject to both technical and
economic constraints. At least in the foreseeable future, it
appears that the economic criteria will be the controlling
factor on both national and local levels. This may be
demonstrated by the following broad illustration some details
of which will be discussed at greater length lat;r in this
paper.
~he m~ximum depth from which geothermal energy can be
exploited in the crust depends on the technology available for
the drilling of de e p wells.
In the oil industry, well depths
of 4.5-6 km are being achieved almost as a matter of routine,
the deepest wells so far achieved have been completed at
depths a little over 9 km, and the probable limit of development
of current techniques is estimated a t about 15 km (Patterson
e t al., 1973).
For the purpose of estimating the geothermal
resource base, it seems reasonable to regard 10 km as the
maximum practical depth.
It has been estimated that within this
d?pth range, the amount of heat contained beneath each square
kilometre of the earth 's crust is of the order of 1ol8J (Garnish
1976 a). This is equivalent to the heat content of 37 mjllion
tonnes of coal , or rather more than 10% of Britain's present
total annual energy requirement. On the same argument , the
total heat ~on~ent of the crust under Britain is equivalent to
8.5 x 10 6 million tonnes of coal, enough to supply Britain's
energy needs at present rates for 20,000 years.
It is or
almo~t certainly ~ill be by the turn of the century, t~chnicall_y
possible to exploit a considerable fraction of this resource,
p~rhaps 10% or more, although the grade of heat obtained
(ie temperature) will be relatively low (< 150°c) in most cases.
The factor which will control the extent of development in
practice, however, is the ~ost of heat at the point of use, and
this will be controlled in turn by three main factors:
i)
ii)

iii)

the cost of deep drilling and any extraction
equipment required;
the cost of transmitting the heat obtained (usually
in the form of steam or hot water) from the wellhead to the point of use;
the cost of upgrading the heat (if n ecessa ry and
practicabl~ to a quality high enough for the application envisage d.

Finally , once certain sources have been identified as
econom ic for geothermal development, ie heat of the appropriate

grade can be obtained a nd transported at costs lower than those
of competing sources of energy in the same location, the rate
at which these developments can be brought into use will depend
on the availability of the specialist equipment such as drilling
rigs which would be required.
Consideration of aJl these factors has led to an estimate,
which can only be tentative at this stage as much more detailed
information is required, that geothermal energy might be able
to supply 1% of Britain's energy needs by the end of the century
and perhaps up to 10% in the longer term (Dawson 1976).
The factors listed above are interactive and cannot be
considered completely in isolation when deciding on the viability
of a particular development.
For example, in those more
favourably situated countries where geothermal energy has already
been developed the preferred use has been for electricity
generation, because electricity is easier and cheaper to
distribute than steam or hot water and it can be used in a
greater variety of markets.
If 'hot rock' technology is
successfully demonstrated, the possibility will exist of varying
the output temperature by the choice of bore-hole <lepth; higher
output temperatures allow cheaper and more efficient generation
of electricity, but greater capital investment is needed for
the deeper wells required.
In the case of hot water sources,
depths and temperatures are usually fixed but other choices are
open to the operator, eg to generate electricity at low efficiency
(using high capital cost binary-cycle or total-flow plant
(Anderson 1973, Austin 1975)) but thereby create a high grade
energy source which can be transmitted over long distances and
used in a variety of applications, or to supply the heat as hot
water directly.
In the UK, it is unlikely that many geothermal
water sources will prove to have temperatures exceeding 120°c
and transmission distances are likely to be limited by cost to
about 10 km. For lower temperatures still, the option may arise
of developing a market for heat at the geothermal site (eg by
building greenhouses for horticulture) or of transmitting over
a li1nited distance to a market which can use this low grade heat
(eg a district heating scheme) or of up-grading with a heat pump
to permit both a greater radius of economic distribution and a
larger choice of markets. Heat pumps designed to operate in the
temperature range 100-130°c are likely to be developed in the
near future.
It is evident, then, that there can be no simple answer to
the question of whether geothermal sources can be economic in
the UK, and each case will have to be considered on its merits.
In view of the present lack of data relevant to possible
geothermal sources beneath Britain, all that can be said at
present is that it seems to be worth examining certain possibilities
in greater detail.
It wa~ mentioned earlier that the potential geothermal
resources of the UK may be classified as aquifer sources or as
'hot dry rock', though of course the dividing line between aquifers
(or at least strata containing water) of poor permeability and
dry rock possessing some natural permeability is somewhat blurred.
M

Th e a q u i f e r s o u r c e s t h ;:i t '" i 11 b e o f i n t er e s t a re t ho s e
where the wa t er-bearing roc k occurs a t depths great enoug h
for the t em p era ture to be usable but still possesses s uffici e nt
permeability to a llow the heated wate r to be withdraw n at an
economic rate without too great a requirement for pumping power.
Again, the questions of "u sable temperature " an d "e co nomic rate"
are int e ractive and will vary from one locality to another, but
so me general observations may be made.
In theory, a temperature
of about 40°c could be adequate for appl icat ions such as greenhouse hea ting or for upgrading with a heat pump, but it would
probably not be econom ic to extract, pump, and dispose of the
very large volumes of water required for th e supp ly of signific a nt
quantities of heat.
Experience in other countries , notably
France and Hungary, see ms to suggest that th e minimum practical
t empera ture for an expl oit ab le geotherma l aquifer is in the
r a nge 55°-1ooc. On present evidence , geo th ermal gradie nts in
those parts of Britain which are likely to possess deep waterbearing strata rarely excee d 30°C/km, s o that the we ll depths
required would be 2 km or more.
At temp era tur es up to l00°c, the most lik e ly market for
h ea t seems to be dom es tic a nd industrial space h ea ting, which
on the scale of a geothermal d eve lopment implies a district
heating project.
Since it is unlikely to be eco nomic to
transmit the hot water over distances much in exces s of 10 km,
this means that the geothermal site would ha ve to be close to
a centre of population large enough to use such a scheme. As
it happens, two of the areas of possible int e rest, the Bath/
Bristol region an d the Midland Valley of Scotland, both possess
large conurbations though at present the third area, the western
e nd of the Hampshire basin, is relatively thinly populated.
If
water could be found and extracted from depths of 5-6 km,
implying temperatures in the regibn of 150°c, then the possibility
exists of using the heat in certain industrial processes such
as in the food processing or t ex tile industries, but on present
evidence it seems unlikely that a ny aquifer located wo uld possess
sufficient permeability at these depths to allow adequate flow
rates without excessive pumping.
Bearing in mind that Britain
uses large quantities of low grade heat (below 100°c) for space
heating, it seems that the most appropriate use for h ea t from
aquifers in the UK would be for some form of district heating,
;1nd geological interest would be focussed on the possibility of
locating permeable water-bearing strata at depths of 3-4 km in
regions which contain large c e ntres of population. Re cent very
simplified calculations by the author s uggest that a depth of
4 km is also close to the economic optimum for extraction of
heat from an aquifer in a 1·egion of 'normal' geothermal
gradient (25-30°C/km) (Garni s h 1976 a).
Even if a suitable aquifer is located in one of the regions
me ntion e d, a number of problems will still have to be solved.
Not the least of these is that, in general, . the British pattern
of housing d e velopm e nt is unsuited to large-scale district
hea ting schemes which, bec a use of the high costs of local heat
distribution, can only be operated economically in areas of hi g hdensity housing.
From the technical point of view, th e a quifer
will ha ve to be sufficiently p ermea ble to suppor t flow rates of
seve ral tens of litres per seco nd; almost certainly, pumping will

be required to achieve fl o,vs of this rnagn i tude and the economics
of the operation may well he co ntro11ed by_the a1~oun t_of power
needed.
In addition, waters from deep aquifers 1nvar1ably
co nt ai n significant quantities of di sso lv e d sol~d s wh ic h can
c a u 5 e pro b 1 ems in both the u se a n d s ub s c q u c n t c_1i s po s a 1 . o ~ the
water. Dissolved salts , ,vhich may be present 111 quant1t1es of
1% or more, ca n l ea d to cor r osion 1>roblcms unless the correct
choice of materials has been mnde for surface equipme nt s uch as
~ipes a nd heat exc l1a~ ge rs. Oth er solids s uch as silica, whose
so lubility in water 1s stro ngly temperature dependent, can be
deposited in pipes a nd on h ea t exchange surfaces , thereby .
reducing the efficiency of hea t transfer and genera lly cau~1ng
opera tional difficulti~s. _Af t e: use, the c?oler wa!er (which
still reta ins much of its 1mpur1ty content 1n solutio n) must be
disposed of.
For reasons of both ~h e rmal and chemica l _p?llu tion
of the e nvironm e nt, it is most unlikely that the quan t 1t1es of
waste wa t er involved could be discharged to surface drainage
systems suc h as rivers and techniques of reinject~on into_th~
aquife r are now being pioneered in several cou~tr1e~ . This 111
its e lf can give rise to difficulties a nd certainly incurs th e
cost of drilling additional wells.

r
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It might seem from this th a t the problems o~ using t~erm~l
wa ters for space heating are s o grea t that practical appl1cat1ons
are ruled out. None of the probl ems are insuperable, how ever ,
an d calculations s t1 gges t that it should still be possible to
provide low-grade heat to a district heating or similar scheme
at costs that are comparable with or lower than those for heat
obtained from imported oil. These conclusions receive some
support from the apparently successful comme:cial oper~tion ?f
geothermally-based district heating schemes 111 the Paris basin.
At present, some 10,000 dwellings are heated by water from the
Dag ge r aquifer at temperatures between 60° and 70°C, and plans
are in hand for other installations all over France to serve
nearly half a million dwellings by 1985 (Gerard, 1976; Olivet,
1976· see also footnote*). The Paris basin is part of the same
geol~gical unit as the Hampshire basin and there seems lit~le
reason to suppose that suc h an operation could not be carried
out in Britain.
The fact remains, however, that the number of suitable sites
for s uch developm e nts in Britain is limited, and there seems to
be little chance of obtaining significant quantities of heat at
temperatures above about 120°c.
If, on the other hand, techniques
become available that will allow exploitation of the heat
contained in dry impermeable rock then the pros~ects for
.. ,
geo thermal e n er gy to become a significant contributor to Br1ta1n s
ene r gy ne e ds would be greatly enhanced. The fund ame ntal problem
is that rock is a very poor conductor of hea t; to extract he at
efficiently and economically from a mass of rock requires that
a he a t transfer medium be circulated ov e r very large surface
areas of the rock a rr a nged so that the conduction path from a ny
point 111 the rock'to the ne ares t heat-trans fe r surface is as
s hort as po ssib le.
In a porous rock s uch as sandstone this
*T he French work was d escribe d in detail at the June 1976 meeting
in Paris of the NATO / CCMS " Non - Electric Uses of Geothermal Energy"
project, and a number of booklets are available from th e D616gation
Ccncra l e
la Recherc he Scientifique et Technique (DGRST) , 3 5 rue
Saint-Dominiq ue, 75007 Paris.
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c o ndition o c curs naturally <1 nd ,va t e r c irculated throu g h the
p e rmeable layer ca n r e adily ex tr ac t h e at from the lilass of the
This is not the cas e f or the g r ea t ma jority of the rocks
rock.
of the earth's crust, how e v e r. The d ee p e r ( a nd therefore
hotter) sedimentary rocks ha v e b e en compacted by the weight of
material above them, and tl1eir permeability reduced accordingly .
Granites, which are usually hotter th a n the surrounding rock at
the same depth because of their h ig her content of heat-producing
radio-elements and which ther e for e o ffe r the prospect of
obtaining more heat for the same de pth of borehole, are usually
highly impermeable and natural water circulation is restricted
If geothermal
to a few randomly orientated cracks and fissures.
energy is ever to make a significant contribution to the energy
supply in those parts of the world that are remote from active
plate boundaries, and in particular if it is ever to contrib ute
on a scale which remotely approaches that suggested in the
opening paragraphs of this paper, th e n this 'hot dry rock'
problem must be solved.
The obvious method of producing a large heat transfer
surface within a rock mass is to fracture it in some way , a nd
a number of approaches have been investigated. Several studies
have been carried out, particularly in the US and USSR, of the
use of underground nuclear explosions, and it appears that such
an operation would be technically feasible (Burnham and Stewart,
1973). The major difficulty appears to be the seismic effects
associated with an explosion powerful enough to produce a n
adequate volume of shattered rock (Sandquist and Whan, 1973).
These would restrict the practical application of the technique
to regions remote from large centres of population and therefore,
in general, r emote from centres of energy demand. This objection,
whi c h applies equally to the use of large conventional explosives,
would almost certainly rule out such a development in Europe .
In 1971 a group at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, New
Mexico , proposed an apparently more accentable solution to the
hot dry rock problem (Robinson et al , 19)1). They suggested that
a crack of suitable surface area could be produced in an
impermeable rock such as granite by hydrofracturing, and a largescale test of this proposal is now underway at the Laboratory.
Hydrofracturing of sedimentary rocks has been used for some time
by the oil industry as a means of improving the productivity of
oil-bearing formations and in its simplest form consists of
pumping water into a well until the rock at the base of the well
fractures under the combined effect of the hydrostatic head
and the applied pressure. At depths greater than about 1 km in
most geologic;il environments the fracture takes the form of a
thin vertically-oriented disc, the radius of which is controlled
by the applied pressure and which may extend for hundreds of
The Los Alamos team have now demonstrated , possibly
metres.
time, that hydrofractures can be initiated and
first
the
for
igneous rocks such as granite and it is
hard
in
controlled
ex pected that the main test facility will be in operation within
the next few years (Murphy et al, 1976).
The Los Alamos experiment is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 1. The test site is on the rim of a volcanic caldera in
the Jemez mountains, about 15 miles from the laboratory. After

penetrating 600 m of sedimentary and volcanic d e po s its 1n which
the geothermal gradi e nt is a pproxjmately l00°C/km, the boreholes pass into pre-Cambr~an gra~ites with temperature gradients
of 50-6QOC /km. The plan is to sink one bore-hole to a depth of
3. 8 km (where the te1 ;1 perature is expected to be approximate ly
2sooc) , create a large fra~ture at the. base of this hole, and
th e n intersect the crack with another shallower borehole. Water
would th e n be pumped round the loop thus formed, passing down
the deeper bore-hole a nd riiing under the influence of buoyancy
forces through the crack and up to the second hole. With
correct choice of operating parameters, it appears probable that
a good circulation pattern can be established over the crack
surface s o that heat is ex tract ed uniformly from the maximum
volume of rock. The water in this test loop woul d be pressurised
to avoid steam formation, and the heat would be extrac ted via
a h ea t exchanger at the surface. The test facility illustrated
is expected to produce a thermal output of approximately 100 MW(th) .
The present position at Los Alamos is that the first borehole
has reached a depth of 2.9 km, where the temperature is about
19s 0 c. A trial hyd rofracture has been formed at this level, and
intersected with a second, smal l er , borehole. The connection
at the moment is poor, however, and the completed circuit shows
a high resistance to flow. A considerable amount of eff ort is
being devoted to underst anding the behaviour of the crack
sys t em s and the conditions governing flow resistance. Once
this is achieved, it is planned to sea l off this system, deepen
the hole to 3.8 km and establish the main loop. Operation of
the loop will be monitore d for several years , in order to
answer the following key questions:
will the crack remain open sufficiently to ensure
adequa te circulation rates at the pressures envisaged
(100-125 kg cm-2)?
how will the system be affected by the chemical reactions
that are ljkely to occur at these temperatures and
pressures between the rock surface and the water?
a nd, most important of all, how will the power output
of the system vary as a funtion of tim e?
The significance of this latter question is that calculations
sugges t that the original crack surface will cool relatively
rapidly and power output could be declining quite sharply within
It is predicted, however,
one year of the start of operation.
that as the orjginal crack s urface cools, th erma l contraction
of the rock will lead to fresh cracks forming at right angles
to the original surface , thus exte nding the zone of water
circu lation and heat-exchange into fresh volumes of hot rock.
If this mechanism does indeed operate, and it seems that the
viability of the system w1ll depend on such an effect occurring,
then the early decline in power outpu t should be reversed and
power should increase steadily over the remaining life of the
It will take several years, therefore,
sys tem (Smith et al, 1973).
to test all the aspects of this particular design but the outcome
is awaited with co nsid erable interest by a number of countries
and , if all goes well, it is probable that several similar

projects will be init i ated in Ji[ferent parts of the h'orld .
Among the countries watching progress at Los /\Jc1mos is
Britain, and here the interest in the first instance would be
in the possible application of the process to the grc1nites of
Devon and Cornwall. The present evidence , based on measurements
at a few sites and at a maximum depth of only 700 m, shows that
temperature gradients in the region may be around 40°C/km
If these gradients continue to
(Tarnmemagi and Wheildon, 1974).
anomalously high heat
the
if
is,
(that
km
depths of 7 or 8
circulation of warm
the
flows do not prove to be caused by
water at intermediate depths) then the application of a process
such as that described could permit the extraction of significant
quantities of heat at temperatures above 200°c. Clearly, it
would be necessary to establis h the exis t e nce of suita ble
markets in the vicinity of any development but the higher
temperature of the output offers more flexibility, both in
terms of the nature of the market (electricity generation ,
process heating, etc.) and of the economic radius of distribution.
There are far too many unknowns at this stage to make any firm
estimate of the economics of possible hot rock developments, but
it may be noted that (perhaps surprisingly) hydrofracturing is
a relatively cheap process costing only a few percent of the
cost of a deep well and established technology is availab le
for most of the other components of the system. The overall
economics of the process will be determined by the long-term
behaviour of the crack surface and the amount of pumping power
needed to keep the crack open and maintain adequate flow rates.
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ENERGY FROM THE WIND
Po Je Musgrove

There is no doubt that, in suitable localities, windmills can provide
locally useful a.mounts of power.
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They have done this for many centuries •

However do windmills really have the potential to make a significant
contribution to national energy requirements in the U.K?
And if the answer
to this is yes, is there any real prospect that the cost of wind generated
electricity will be able to compete with electricity generated from fossil
or nuclear fuels?
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Granite

First let us attempt to assess the amount of power/energy in the wind.
Wind data for many U.K. locations is contained in reference 1.

If one plots

the velocity/duration curve in the form (v/vm
· ean ) versus time, as is done in
figure 1, one notes that the resulting curve is virtually independent of the
actual mean wind speed.

water

One may also note, in passing, that wind speeds

greater than 2½ times the mean wind speed occur for only a very small
proportion of the yea:r - almost all the wind energy is contained in wind

flow

1 I

speeds below this.

The power in the wind is proportional to the cube of the
wind speed and it may readily be shown, by cubing and averaging the ordinates

Vertically oriented
crack produced by
hydraulic fracturing

"'3200m

\

/
crack radius - 500 m

of figure 1, that the average power in the wind corresponds to the power
in a wind speed equal to 1.34V
•
For a locality such as the Western
mean
Isles of Scotland, where the sea-level mean wind speed is about 7.2 m/s,
2
this gives an annual average power flux of 560 W/m •

Recent detailed design studies in the U.S.A. for large conventional
windmills, see references 2 and 3, indicate that the minimum cost, per unit
of wind generated energy, corresponds to a rated power output of several
Megawatts and a diameter of about 60m.

Thermal region

-250°C

Windmills such as these would

intercept the power in the wind up to a height of at least 60m, and in a
locality where V
= 7.2 m/s this gives an average power flux of 33.6kW per
mean
linear metre.
It is interesting to compare this with the corresponding
figures for the power in the waves, quoted by Salter in reference 4.
At
Seven Stones, just off Land's End, the annual average power in the waves is
stated to be 26kW/m.

FIG.l

SCI IEMAT IC DIA GRAM OF LOS ALAMOS "HOT ROCK" PI LOT EXPERIMENT

At MV Famita, 300km off the East coast of Scotland,

the annual average wave power flux is 37kW/m and at Station India, 700km
to the west of the Hebrides, the annual average wave power flux is 77kW/m •
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Western Isles provide one possible locality, where annual mean wind speeds

However, as Denton et a l point out in reference 5, the cost of laying submarine

exceed 7 m/s, but this location is remote from the main centres of population

cables much more than 100km offshore becomes prohibitive, s o the high power
flux at · station India is of academic interest only.

and energy use, and there would undoubtedly be aesthetic objections to siting
My
large number of windmills in such a remote and unspoilt area.

These simple calculations

indicate clearly that the power in the wind is a t l east comparable with the
power in the waves - a fact not widely appreciated .

preference is to deploy windmills in the shallow waters of the southern
To the east and south of Hull the area of the southern North Sea
North Seao
within British jurisdiction is approximately 40 ,000 square kilometres .
This region is close to the main centres of population and energy use, and

A hypothetical linear array of windmills would int ercept a n annual average
'I

power flux of 340M1f alol'lg a 10km front, similar to that projected for wave
power systems.
However wave power systems are of necessity limited to one dimensional arrays;

Me teorological Office data indicates that it has an annual mean wind speed

wind energy systems can be deployed in two-dimensions.

I•

A line of windmills will produce a wake of reduced wind velocity which

less than 20m , see reference 7.

II

'do*

is not the only suitable windy and shallow location around our coasts.

If one assumes ,

II

windmil l s , then the average wind power flux intercepted by 10 lines of

a few percent of the total, wind energy systems may be integrated into the
However,
grid system without too much difficulty, and used as fuel savers.

windm i lls , each 10km long, arranged in a 10km square , totals 3400MW .
The overall efficiency of a good modern windmill is typically about 3:f/o ,
1!

if we decide to supply a large percentage of our electricity from the wind ,
it is imperative that the wind energy system be combined with a large

so windmills deployed within this 10km square could provide an annual average
power output of about 1000MW (=1GW).

Since the annual average demand

capacity energy storage system, so as to provide power on windless days.

for electricity , within the area served by the CEGB, is approximately

At the present time the most attractive method of energy storage would
Glendenning , in reference 8 ,
appear to be compressed air, stored underground.

25GW this would represent 4% of our total electricity requirements.

II
111

In practice , of course, one would not deploy windmills in simple linear
arrays, otherwise there would be an excessive loss of power when the wind
directi on was parallel to the lines.

To avoid this windmills would be

deployed over a given area in a pattern that wo uld take account of the
dis tribution of directions from which the wind could be expec ted.

Windmills deployed in shallow offshore regions therefore do have
the potential to supply a very significant part of our total electric ity
If the proportion of wind generated electricity is only
requirements.

more conservatively, a separation of 1km between successive lines of

,II

pro rata for larger areas, and this area

A second line of windmills can therefore be placed some 600m

downwind of the first, and will intercept a further 340MW.

I

Windmills deployed in clusters over just

of the southern North Sea could provide more than 2Cf'/o of our total

electricity requirements;

shear and mixing with the air above the windmill height, to its original

!!

Moreover for much of this area the water depth is

::

extends downwind a distance that is anproximately ten times the height of
Beyond this distance the wind speed recovers, through
the windmills.
velocity.

of about 7.3 m/s.

indicates that the cost of such an energy storage system is typically about
I

£100/kll , and this cost is dominated by the surface equipment, i.e. the
Such a system is well suited for use in
compressors and turbines.
conjunction with wind energy systems in the southern North Sea , since this

The

optimum arrangement of such arrays has been studied in Sweden, as part of
their National Wind Energy Research Programme , and Ljungs trom indicates
some preliminary conclusions in reference 6 .
Where , in the U.K., might such arrays of windmills be located?

The
2
2
.
* Since
8G W, i.e.
·
100km could giv e an average of 1GW, 800km could give
,..,,,

However since space in
3c/J of our average electricity requirements.
the southern North Sea is not at a premium a larger separation between
'
windmills would probably be preferred.
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I

area con t ains mos t of our natural gas fields , which are now being rapi dly
The str a t a from wh ich this gas comes will provide a large and very
Surplus wind ener gy on windy
suit a ble stora ,e r eservoir f or compressed a ir.

depleted .

days would t hen be used to compress a ir, which would be s tored in these strata
until the energy i s re quired on wind l ess days .

i s t herefo r e £505/k'.T .

It should be noted t hat the windmill cost of £280/kW

is fo r a design which has a pl ant f actor of 51 %, but the ex tra co st of
providing a higher pl a nt fa ctor (or extra r a t ed capacity) can be l ar gely
offse t by th e reductio n in cost wh ich the development of vertic al axis
windmills is expe cted to provide.

When air is compres sed most of the input energy appears in the form of

Fip;ure 3 shows the prototy pe of the
variable geometry vertical axis windm ill develoned a t Reading and now pa t ented
worldvride by the H. R. D. C.

It is essential the refore that heat losses from the storage system

heat .

be minimised.

Fortuitously the natural gas beari ng strata under t he North

Sea are relatively hot, a bout 120°c, as this is ge othermally one of the best
areas within the U. K.

If the compression ratio is arr anged s o that the

compressed air is pumped down at this temperature, heat los ses ~Ql l
consequently be negligible.

To put in perspective the estimated cost of £505/kll, for the offs hore
wind energy sys tem , it may be noted that the 2. 4GW nucle ar powe r plant ordered
in New York State in July 1976 cost 'J3. 2 billion , i.e. 11 333/kW or £830/kW.
It would be imprudent a t this st age to claim tha t wind energy systems will
be cheaper than nuclear power stations, but the projected costs of ,·rind
energy sys t ems c er ta inly appear to be competitive.
And it does seem

'4i ndm ills deployed over a small part of the southern North Sea can, in
conjunction with underground compressed air storage, prov i de power on demand
and s o substitute for nuclear or fossil fuelled power stations.

This wil l

only be wo rthwhile if the cost of wind generated energy i s comparable with the
cost of energy derivedfrom fossil or nuclear fuels.

It is notoriously

diff icult to predict the co s ts of any l a rge , new engineerine system - it is

possible t hat North Sea Wind may join North Sea Gas and North Sea Oil
in making a very useful contributi on to our energy r equiremen ts;

difference tha t North Sea Wind will continue to be available to succeeding
generations.
What is needed now is a national wind energy research and
develo pment programme, so that the potential of wind energy may be realised as
speedily as pos s ible .

difficult enough even to pred ict the futur e costs of existing systems .
However most of the components of an offshor e wind energy system are
sufficient ly well defined to permit a crude estimate of its overall cost.
For the basic windmills, recent American studies, e . g . ref erence 2 , indicate
'
a production cost of about ,.$450/kW (£280/kW) for megawatt rated units of

conventional design.

1

Figure 2 is typical of such r ecent desi gns , and a

1. 5MH unit simi l a r to this wi ll be constructed in the U. S . A. within the
next t wo years.

Deploying such windmills offshore will add to the cost,

t hough preliminary studies indicate that in shallow waters this extra
cost will not be prohibitive - my guesstimated fi gure is an extra £100/kW.
To this one must add the co s t of the energy storag e system , at £100/kW,
and the co st of the submarine transmission of power to the mainland .
Typically the distance from the windmill array to the shore will be about
50km .

Denton et al (reference 5) indica te a cost of £0 .5 per megawatt

me tre for submarine power transmis sion , so this g ives an additiona l cost of
£25/k ,I .

The total , for an offshor e wind energy system with energy s torage,

4.4
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SOLAR ENERGY - THE POWER AVAILABLE

'I 'I

AND THE PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS

i

II

Bernard McNelis
General Technology Systems Limited.
Hounslow, Middlesex .

SUMMARY

I•

The availability of solar energy is outlined. The range of approaches to conversion
of solar energy into more readily useable forms is briefly described and those systems
which are currently considered as likely candidates for the supply of an appreciable
proportion of the worlds energy consumption, namely photovoltaic and thermal conversion, are described in further detail. Development work in progress around the
world is mentioned and economic limitations to the utilisation of solar energy are
listed.

INTRODUCTION
The Earth's supply of fossil fuels is finite. There are many arguments about the
exact date by which the supply will be totally depleted, but this date is within the forseeable future. Nuclear fission could supply our needs, but there are technical and
also serious environmental problems. Nuclear fusion is very attractive as an energy
supply but it is as yet an unproven technology. It is therefore essential that steps
are taken to expand research, and development in the field of, so called, 'unconventional' energy sources, and also create an appropriate environment in which
applications can expand. Of these energy sources, solar, as the primary and most
abundant supply of energy, offers immediate utilisation in low temperature applications, and potential economic application in very large scale power production.

I
11

ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND THE AVAILABILITY OF SOLAR ENERGY

I
1
I

I

The consumption of energy by individual countries such as the UK, and by the Earth
as a whole has been quantified elsewhere, and trends of world energy consumption
have been assessed and predicted by, for example, the Institute of Fuel. (1)
The
relationship between energy consumption and solar energy availability has been
indicated by many authors in different ways, and repeating some of these, so as to
give perspective to the immense amount of primary energy which Could be exploited,
it can be stated that the present world energy consumption is less than the solar
energy interc~pted by a region 100 km square in a favourable location. Considering
the UK, a conversion device with an efficiency of 10% would require 7. 8% of the UK
land area to supply all our energy demand (1973 level) while to supply only our
electricity demand from the same device would require 0. 96% of the land area. (2)
In comparing the availability of solar energy with the world's known fossil fuel
reserves, one can conclude that the total fossil fuel supply has a chemical energy
content equivalent to the solar energy intercepted by the earth in less than two weeks.

Outside the Earth's atmosphere the solar energy flux is almost constant at about '
1. 35 kW m- 2 , but absorption and scattering processes in the atmosphere reduce this
flux to a maximum of about 1. O kW m- 2 at sea level. The total amount of solar
energy available in a year at a given location depends on a latitude and local climatic
conditions. Solar intensity is diminished at high latitudes because of the longer path
through the atmosphere and hence more absorption and scattering, and at higher
latitudes there is a pronounced variation between summer and winter energy availability.
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Solar energy input (horizontal surface) to the inhabited part of the earth varies from
about 700 kWh m-2 year -1 in some parts of Northern Europe to about 2300 kWh m-2
year -l in some desert regions of the USA. The average for southern England (3) is
about 890 kWh m - 2 year -1 and this varies during the year from about O. 4 kWh m-2
day - 1 inDecemberto4.5kWhm-2 day - 1 in June. This seasonal variation, and also the
fact that there can be many consecutive days where there is virtually no insolation,
are possibly the greatest problems to successful exploitation of the solar resource.
rather than the net annual energy available.
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The solar energy which reaches the Earth's surface is partly reflected and partly
absorbed causing a heating effect on the surface which in turn gives rise to longer
wavelength re-radiation. This is in effect a constant energy flow and fixes the
equilibrium temperature of the ]!11.rth. Some of this energy flow can be tapped and
re-routed so as to do work before being dissipated as heat and re-radiated to space.
An indication of the range of ways in which solar energy can be converted to more
useable energy forms, such as fuel, electricity, and heat is given in figure 1.
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FIG.1

Solar energy is already collected and stored on a vast scale by photosynthesis, yet
only about O. 02% of the incoming solar radiation is fixed in this way. There is considerable scope for greater energy production through photosynthesis(4) and the
production of biomass for fuel is currently being studied in Ireland ( 5). Photochemical conversion also offers promise both as a means of producing electricity
via a ~hotogalvanic cell (regenerative fuel cell) or by direct conversion to storeable
fuel ( ) • It is not possible to deal with these aspects in further detail here.

'I
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ALTERNATIVE CONVERSION PATIE FOR SOLAR ENERGY

Photovoltaic Conversion
A photovoltaic, or solar, cell converts sunlight directly into electricity (7 ) .and this
has been developed into very pratical devices of proven reliability. Solar cells are
used extensively in spacecraft and, encapsulated in suitable modules, they are finding
a rapidly growing application as a source of small amounts of electricity in remote
places. Currently the only commercially available terrestrial modules are based on
silicon solar cells and these are manufactured in the UK by Ferranti and similar products imported from the USA are marketed by Lucas and Solarpak Products. All of
these cost about $20 W(peak) -l. At this price level the only market is in places without mains electricity supply, but this can be a considerable size, for example, in
developing countries (8). Major R & D efforts are underway to reduce costs of solar
cells and the US programme has as one of its milestones, the development of cells
costing $0. 40 W(peak) -l by 1985 (9 ) and cost predictions have been further evaluated
in detail (lO) ~ In the UK work is underway on development of ribbon silicon for solar
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cells at Metals Research, and also on cadmium sulphide - cuprous sulphide thin film
cells at International Research and Development (IRD), G. V. Plannar , and PATS
Centre, the latter having developed prototype cells which could be marketed at
$0. 20 W(peak) -l if mass produced ( 1 ). Plessey have been working on gallium
arsenide cells for some time and recently Standard Telecommunication Laboratories
have announced a system <12 ) in which a Fresnel lens concentrates sunlight onto a
Ga As cell and a novel sun tracking device is used to maintain the solar image on the
cell.

growing. A recent survey (16 ) compared 28 collectors from 20 companies, and
suggested that there was a total of about 30 suppliers, and more recently the author
has compiled a list of 78 such companies.
The survey indicated that collector prices varied from £10m- 2 for an aluminium roll
bond absorber plate to £100m- 2 for a collector complete with frame, insulation and
glazing. Average prices for different collector materials were:

The conversion efficiency of a photovoltaic cell depends on the material used, and is
independent of the size of array. Silicon solar cell modules are typically 10%
efficient, while CdS - Cu2S varies between about 4% and 8%. GaAs has the highest
theoretical conversion efficiency of 28% and 23 % has been achieved.
Generation of electricity by photovoltaic conversion on a large scale is being studied
in depth (l 3 ) but because of the relatively low efficiencies, and hence large area requirements, centralised systems, rather than individual houses producing electricity
for their own consumption, are favoured.

Aluminium

£52 m-2

Copper

£51 m-2

Steel

£48m-2

Plastic

£27 m-2

and recently a DIY kit including 2 panels (steel on aluminium, total area 3. 8m2) with
acrylic sheet glazing, circulating pump, differential temperature controller and a
gallon of antifreeze for £22 5 (l 7) has become available.

Thermal Conversion - heating
Of the total primary energy consumption in the UK about 50%is used in buildings,

29% being in domestic buildings (14). Approximately 64% of the mean net energy
consumption of a household is used for space heating, and about 22% for water heating, and so there is considerable scope for the use of s0lar conversion devices in
this sector.

or

absorber

The flat plate solar collector which converts solar radiation to thermal energy has
been extensively developed. The construction of a typical collector is indicated in
figure 2.
\

The operation of the flat plate collector is well known and is described in all the
standard texts.

,~~~~~

Back

In the UK, because of the seasonal and daily variation in the solar energy available,
solar heating devices must be considered as devices for fuel economy rather than
replacements for conventional systems. This is because of the lack of availability
of any viable form of long term thermal storage. Inter seasonal storage systems are
the subject of a number of studies, but these are not discussed here.

Flat plate collectors have been used in the UK for heating swimming pools for many
years where economics are very favourable <15). More recently their use for provision of domestic hot water has increased immensely and the number of UK manufacturing and marketing organisations providing flat plate collectors is continuously

insulation
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FIG. 2

FLAT PLATE SOLAR COLLECTOR (figure courtesy of ISES- UK)

BRE are collaborating.

Local Authorities have become interested in provision of solar water heating systems
in their houses, and the South London Consortium (18, l9) will be providing a 5m2
array on a house and are experimenting with a lm2 test rig while Telford Development Corporation (2 0) are assessing the performance of two systems; a 4. lm2
aluminium collector located on the porch of a house and operating on the thermosyphon principle and a 4. 7m 2 mild steel collector mounted on the roof of the same
house.
Patterns of domestic energy use can vary widely and so the optimum size for a solar
water heating installation also varies. ISES-UK <21 ), consider 4m2 suitable for an
average household and suggest this would operate at an average efficiency of about
35% over the year, supplying 30 to 40% of heat required for water heating. The
Building Research Establishment (BRE) (22) have calculated that this size of collector would provide about 40% of heat required or perhaps 50% in South West England.
Brinkworth <23 ) considers that 15m 2 would be necessary to provide most of the hot
water requirements in summer and a useful fraction of it in winter.

II

Relevant activities in Europe and other parts of the world have been reviewed by
ISES (2) and in a contract for the EEC (29).
The Economics of Solar Heating

I
I

I

The use of flat plate collectors for space heating has been studied in the UK, but
there is considerably less activity than with water heating. Whereas domestic hot
water is required all year round and so a collector installation can be effectively
utilised through the summer, space heating is not usually necessary at this time,
and in fact reaches a peak when solar energy availability is at a minimum. This
means that a collector must be sized for winter heating and be only partially utilised
during summer, or some form of interseasonal energy storage must be provided.
Additionally, because collector efficiency is reduced considerably with increase in
temperature it is not sensible to connect flat plate collectors to a conventional heating system using hot water radiators.

II

Some of the UK manufacturers of flat plate collectors suggest that economics are
very favourable and in fact companies have been known to quote savings which are
at least misleading <31 ). Some manufacturers also quote that their systems will
pay for themselves in 4 <32 ) or less than 5 years (33 ) and the latter suggests that
the purchaser can pay for his system over 5 years, his monthly payments being
more than offset by savings on his average monthly fuel bills.

Solar space heating (together with water heating) is being examined in a house at
Milton Keynes <24 ) where 40m2 of aluminium roll-bond collectors are used with
5m 3 of water for thermal storage (about 1 winter's day heatin~ capacity) and heat is
distributed using a water-to-air heater battery. The BRE ( 5) are currently building
a house which will employ 22m2 of collector and 35m3 of water for (interseasonal)
thermal storage. These two examples indicate the trade-offs which can be made
between collector area and thermal storage capacity. More recently the UK's first
speculatively built house with space heating has been completed (26), and this uses
a system similar to the Milton Keynes house.

I

I

Present R & Dis aimed at improving collector and complete system efficiency and
reducing costs. Additionally, some standardised approach to testing and performance
rating of collectors is necessary. The National Bureau of Standards in the USA (27)
has carried out some pioneering work and currently in the UK ISES is collaborating
with British Standards ( 28 ) to reach some performance standard. The EEC Joint
Research Centre at Ispra (Italy) is assessing the performance of identical collectors
in different parts of Europe and in the UK the Solar Energy Unit at Cardiff and the

A solar hot water system with 4m 2 of collector could be expected to save about
1500 kWh year -1 (21, 22). Obviously the amount of money saved depends on the
fuel which is offset, but with electricity at £0. 02 kWh- 1 savings would be £30. The
cost of this system would vary between about £300 using commercial collectors
installed by the owner to about £600 to £700 if professionally installed, while the
Telford Development Corporation simple system (20) is claimed to cost only about
£150. Obviously looking at these figures the economics do not appear favourable
as was concluded by Courtney, (22), who using £300 as the cost of a system and
electricity price of £0.019 kWh-1 concluded that an annual increase of 70% energy
costs would be necessary to make the collector cost effective. Brunt (3 0) has
studied the economics of collectors using figures published by ISES-UK and when
considering the effect of inflation on the value of capital has concluded that this
current solar technology is very close to financial viability.

The economics of solar space heating are difficult to discuss as systems cannot be
bought off-the-shelf but are individually designed and manufactured.
Solar Thermal Power
Flat plate collectors can be used to drive heat engines and hence generate electricity, and a 10 kW(peak) system is currently being tested in Munich (34) before being
installed in Almaria (Spain), and flat plate collectors have been used to drive engines
for water pumping for some time (35 ). However, the lowoperating temperatures and
the second law of thermodynamics means that efficiencies are not very high.
I
I

In order to increase efficiency, operating temperatures must be increased and this
involves focussing solar energy onto an absorber which requires that the sun is
tracked. A large proportion of the UK's insolation is diffuse and therefore cannot be
focussed, and so it does not appear possible that such systems will find application
here. However, these systems have been considered in this country (36) and studied
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in depth in the USA (37) where cost estimates of $1000 kW (installed) - 1 , which is
very competitive with conventional systems, have been prepared. The UK is participating in two international collaborative efforts to develop large scale solar-electric
generating plant.

A second power generation project has been initiated by the International Energy
A~ency_un~er the leaders_hip of Austria (39 ) to build a 500 kW(el) plant probably
usrng distributed parabolic trough collectors and a conventional steam cycle/electrical
system.

The EEC has supported a study of the technical feasibility and system definition of a
1 MW(el) helioelectric power plant, and is currently considering its construction as
a demonstration and experimental facility. This is based on the heliostat field/
central receiver concept in which a large number of identical (nominally flat) mirror
systems (or heliostats) track the sun and continually reflect the incident energy into
a receiver placed at the top of a tower. Super-heated steam is generated in the
receiver and this drives a conventional turbine coupled to an alternator. This work
has been conducted by a team drawn from Germany, France, Italy and the UK (3 8).
The concept is summarised in figure 3.

The economics of large scale solar thermal electricity generation systems have been
examined in the USA where they are believed to be favourable and in Europe the
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis are studying these systems (40)
as options for energy supply.

The flat plate solar collector is readily available in many different forms from an
ever growing number of manufacturers. Depending on how one views future rates of
~nfla~on and fuel c?sts, hot water can be provided economically. Solar space heating
1s bemg employed m the UK but the economics are not yet clear.
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Electricity can be generated on a large scale using high temperature solar thermal
systems. Published American studies indicate that economics should be attractive
but European studies in progress will lead to a better appreciation of costs involved.
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Photovoltaic cells are being used economically throughout the world to produce small
amounts of electricity. R & D in progress should reduce costs considerably and lead
to an expansion of the market for these devices.
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A WORLD ENERGY POLICY
MW Thring
Queen Mary Col Iege, London
1.

WHY WE NEED A WORLD ENERGY POLICY

The short term 'expedient' decisions of the politicians of all countries may be compared
to the situa tion of men lost in .a..forest in a thick fog. One tree loom s up i n front of them and
they turn through a right angle to avoid it and soon walk into another. Among the examples
of such short term dilemmas one can Iist :
1)
2)
3)
4)

The U.S. attemp-s to avoid air pollu tion fro m vehicles which led to a 20%
increase in fuel consumption.
The dilemma of censorship and corrupting literature .
The dilemma of arms escalation and defence.
The dilemroo of inflation, unemployment and bankruptcy.

It is becoming increasingly clear that this short term 'drunkards walk' is leading us to
disaster. Fig .I illustrates our present situation - every one of the trees in the forest is so
important that it has had a world conference about it, but it stil I gets more menacing. In
many parts of the world the people live under the trees nearest to the edge of the precipice
and we are in grave danger of falling over into one of the four disasters.
1)
2)
3)

4)

Famine and pestilence killing millions instead of just thousands as at present.
World War 3 with the unrestricted use of nuclear, chemical and biological
weapons.
Breakdown of law and order through crime, violence, muggings, hijackings and
random bombing to the point where the ordinary citizen has to go around armed
and is prepared to shoot his neighbour in self defence.
1984 situation in which I big brother I allows no one any freedom of thought,
word or action, so that life has no joy in it (zero quality of life) and people
don't care whether they are alive or dead.

In order to avoid civilisation falling over the precipice, we need a map· of our situation
showing the way out of the forest to a decent life and a compass to find a way among the
trees. The compass we all have is our conscience that tells us that some actions are selfish,
greedy, power seeking, destructive or steeped in hatred,while others are creative of a better
world, altruistic and loving.
To establish the map we must look for the necessary conditions for .a stable world with
a decent life in the next century. The first facts relate to population growth. At the present
there are just under 4,000 million people on the earth and the growth rate is such that unless
we have world wide starvation, disease or war, the number of people wil I be over 7 ,OOO
million by the end of the first decade of the XXlst century. I believe that the engineers can
provide the machinery, so tha t all these 7,000 million people can earn fully healthy & worthwhile lives by doing interesting work, but that if the world's population were to double again
to 14,000 million, then it is impossible to prov ide these conditions within the limited resources of the earth.
Now roug hly 1/~ of the world's population are in the countries that have had the benefit
of the industrial revolution and these countries have an annual population growth rate of about
1% . The remaining 2/3 of the world's population are in countries where almost all the people
Iive-well ·below an adequate standard of Iiving and their annual population growth rote is about

6 .1

-about three times the world average TCE which is l .8.
The USA, with 6% of the world's
populotion, has the world's highest energy consumption at nearly 10 TCE and uses 30% of the
world's total energy. Britain, with a population of 1.6% of the world, uses 3% of the energy,
5.5 TCE and comes on the upper limit of the band of points in Fig.2, signifying that we get
the least benefit for our energy, i.e. we are the most energy extravagant country. This is
clearly due to habits caused by our cheap and plentiful coal of the last century.

3%. I think this makes it absolutely clear that the only humane way of levelling off the world's
population is to give al I the peop le of the wor! d a decent standard of I iving and a decent
education based on the good consequences of the first industrial revolution without the bad
consequences. Moreover, if the population is to level off by the year 2010, we shall have to
have substantially accomplished this Herculean task wel I before the year 2000, because of the
½ generation delay between the spread of voluntary family planning and a considerable reduction in t he birth rate.

The underdeveloped countries, on the other hand, use 20% of the energy with 70% of the
population and an average of about½ TCE, so t hat they average 2 slaves each and many of
them have barely enough energy to produce a da1 ly hot meal.

The f irst industrial revolution has had some c o nsequences so valuable for human life that
it is clear that we must have the technology to provid e them for al I humanity. These include
(l) PI enty of good rich food; (2.) __ Comfortable homes; (3 ) Hygiene, so ni tati on and preventive medicine; (4) Educational possibilities for all and (5) Shorter working hours giving leisure
for tra vel, sport.
However, there have also been bad consequences which are rapidly overhau li ng the good ones because we have not bee n able to stop at the optimum point, but push
on relentless ly towards the accumulation of unnecessa ry status symbols . These include

l.
11

2.
3.
4.
I,

5.
6.
7.

1,
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Now I have already concl~ded that we have to give all the good results of the industrial
revolution to 7,000 million people in the next century. It is also certainly true that this vast
gap in standard of living (and hence of TCE) between rich and poor countries, must essentially
vanish if we are to avoid the tensions that lead to worl d war 3. Now, if we were to try to
raise the TCE for all 7,000 million people to the present average in the rich countries, we
should be consuming six times as much energy as we are now, and this is clearly impossible
on any basis because of (i) the resources needed for the energy supply, (ii) the capital resources
needed to convert the energy to useful form and (iii) problems of waste heat and pollution by
combustion gases (S02 and C02) and radioactivity. The effect of thermal pollution has been
studied in the USA where it has been shown (PR Ehrlich and AH Ehrlich Population Resources
Environment) that the annual mean temperature in cities is 0.5 - 0.8 C higher than in the
country, cloudiness 5-10% greater and fog 30-100 more prevalent. A 1000 MW power plant
heats 50 m3 of water per second by 7-14 C and this causes a reduction in the dissol ved 02 in
t he water, accelerated bacterial decomposition and the destruction of the larger water species,
If evaporative cooling towers are used, as in Britain, a great increase in cloud and precipitation is produced. If the US consumption of electric power were to continue to double every
ten years for another thirty years, the cooling demand would raise the entire annual run off of
the US by l O C •

Pollution of all kin.ds*, noise and ugliness, the destruction of natural
beauty, trees and wildlife.
Arms escalation, leading to violence, muggings and fear.
Accidents, in home, road,factory·, mine or air, largely due to cheap
engineering.
Overcrowding, high rise flats, traffic jams, lack of exercise and other
unnatural features of crowded citY- life.
The exhaustion of the most accessible resources, especially oil .
Destruction of job satisfac tion, pride in craftsmanship and responsibility
i n most industr ial jobs.
We have so far been able to absorb most of the industrial products in
spite of the engineers success in increasing production per man hour by
. increasing the consumption of goods. If, however, we increase production by 4% p.a., it means a 50 fold increase in a century and clearly
this increase in consumption per capita must hit the stops because of
raw materials limitation, space limitation and increasing consumer
resistance. Thus, sooner or later, the engineers efforts at automation,
robotics, etc. must lead to escalating unemployment in the rich countries.
Ma ny large towns in the poorer countries have thousands of unemployed
people living in dire poverty.

In the Los ..\n~les basin, man already dissipates energy at a rate of 5.5% of the absorb ed
solar energy, while it has be en estima ted that by the year 2000, the Boston to Washington
Megalopolis will contain 56 million people on 30,000 sq.km. and dissipate energy at a rate
of 50% of insolation in winter and 15% in summer.
Since 1880, the C02 content of the atmosphere has increased by 12%. This caused a rise
in temperature to the 19401 s due to the greenhouse effect; since then the temperature has
fallen, probably due to an increase in dust content of the atm<i>sphere. The trails of high
flying aircraft can trigger the formation of high cirrus clouds and so cause a significant loss
of insolation at ground level.

Now the industrial revolution is essentially based on energy. Fig.2 shows the relation
between TCE and GNP for a range of countries. The energy in the food eaten by a normal
healthy adult in a year is equiva lent to 180 kg of coal or 0.18 TCE (tons of coal equivalent
per head per .year). The rich countries use an average of about 5TCE of energy for all purposes,
so each person can be regarded as having about 30 slaves· working for them. These countries,
wh ich conta i n 30% of the world's population, consume 80% of the energy, i.e. they consume

I

I

1. The energy consumption in the rich countries will have to come down to a figure roughly
around the present world average of 1 .8 TCE, and that in the poor countries wil I have to come
up to around the same figure. In this way, the total world energy consumption will only double
in direct proportion to the population increase.

I

,,
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* Some aspects of pollution which are particularly worrying are the gradual bui Id-up of lead
in th e water and food of humans, due to the car exhausts with leaded petrol, the eff~ct on the
trees of No rwa y (which has a naturally acid soil) due to the S02 emitted by the power stations
of Britai n and Western Europe and the increase in mortality in cities from bronchitis and lung
canc e r caused by po lluted atmospheres. (Lave and Seskin, Science l ?70 vo! .18?, p .273) .CO
often reach es 50 ppm in the city streets (Newell Scientific American, Jan. 1971) and is higher
over the who le N orthern hemisphere than the Southern because of the much greater number of
cars.

We can therefore draw two inevitable conclusions as to the essential conditions for a
decent world for our grandchildren :

2. Only those energy co nversion processes wil I exist in. the next century which can be constructed to satisfy the ne eds of 7,000 million people within the limited capital resources of
the earth (e.g. mineral ores, energy requirements for construction, cooling water, unc o ntaminated air supply).
I

I

In the remainder of this paper, I shall try to show how these conditions can be satisfied.
Fiq .3 il _lustrates _the kind of TCE/yeqr relation that a British enerqy policy must al low if
we are to bring ourselves into line with these conditions.
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transport because they can be carried in light tanks, readily pumped into a lightweight
(because high working pressure) engine and consumed with fourteen times their own weight
of air which they pick up as they go along. Hence, we have the nonsensical situation in
which people are burning up petroleum in stationery purposes for which coal is a perfectly
good fuel and are doing research on how to produce oil from coal when the oil is all used
up.

2. THE WORLOU S MINERAL ENERGY RESOURCES
Table I gives the estimated fossil fuel resources of the main areas of the world in units
of 109 TCE (tons of coal equivalent). In the cas.e of coal, the three rows represent -

l•
2.
3.

The estimated reserves that can be obtained at not more than twice the
present cost.
Total recoverable by human miners.
Total recoverable by telechiric mining.

The other expendible fuel is the fissionable nucleus. The only naturally occurring
nucleus which can be caused to undergo fission when bombarded bys low neutrons is U235
which is present to about 1 part in 140 in natural uranium. The energy available to man
from the U235 in the concentrated ores is only of the order of 1/100 of that in the coal resources. However, if the breeder reactor can be developed as a reliable safe instrument,
then we could eventually use up·· the main isotope in the U and also the Th which is available.
Also, if we are prepared to spend the energy and crush the granite covering large areas of
the earth, it is possible to extract 10-100 times as much natural U as is available in the
rich ores.

Telechiric mining means developing the technology of telechirics to the point where a
skilled miner in a control cabin on the surface can do any job down the mine (e.g. erecting
machinery, operating it and repair-ing it when it breaks down) as skilfully as though he was
down the mine. Fig .4 shows a model telechiric miner and Fig .5 is a diagram of the principle. When we have done this, we can develop the machinery for winning essentially all
the coal laid down by nature in thin seams, heavily banded seams, seams as deep as we
drill for oil and seams for under the sea. It will no longer be necessary to ventilate the
mines with air, have men working in dangerous uncomfortable silica loaded conditions,
or have men travelling daily long distances underground to the coal face.
I

I

I
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In the case of oil resources, the first row of ·figures represents the amounts extractable
by present methods, at costs not more than twice the present cost; the second row represents
the amount available if we can develop methods to extract 80-90% of the oil instead of
only 25-40% as at present.
In the case of natura I gas, the first row represents that recoverab Ie by present met hods
at costs not more than twice the present cost, the second row includes al I natural gas which
could be obtained in regions from which it cannot be piped, e.g. the Middle East oil-fields
where it is at present burnt to waste. Methods are already available for converting it into
a mixture of methyl and higher alcoholics, and then it is as easily transportable as liquid
petroleum. Research at Queen Mary College has shown that by adding 15% of this mixture
to low octane petrol, one can attain a 95 octane rating without using any lead.
The table shows clearly how much more energy is available to man from coal than from
oil and natural gas put together; from this one can conclude that oil and natural gas should
be regarded as premium fuels and used only for the premium purposes for which they are ideally
suited. Now liquid hydroca, 1, .,ns are by far the most suitable fuel for air, sea and road

l. The capital cost and energy for starting up power stations are such that it is very hard
to envisage 7000 million people being served by them. Hence, it is likely to remain essentially a rich man's luxury.
2. It is essentially only available in large central power stations which are located well
away from towns. Thus it cannot be combined with effective pass out steam heating systems;
it requires a heavy concentration of capital expenditure and expensive distribution networks.
3. There is a grave risk of sabotage, theft, and terrorism at power stations and hijacking
of Pu in transit from power stations to central handling plant - available in very few places
in the world. Anyone with control of a power station can construct nuclear bombs.
4. Nuclear fission power stations will be derelict after 25-30 years and it will be impossibly
expensive to dismantle them.
I

5. There is a real risk of accidental leakage of radioactive material to the atmospher~ or
to water from the power stations, processing plant or in transit.

1,
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We have not yet deve.l oped a method of looking after the highly radioactive waste from
the reactor which does not require careful maintenance for hundreds of years by people who
will get no benefit from it. A 1000 MW nuclear reactor produces 3 tons/year of such waste.

6.

Nuclear fission is still only in the 1aboratory stage. It has not yet been achieved even
in the laboratory as a continuous controlled self-sustaining reaction. It is therefore at
least 30 years before it can be used on a large scale as a major contributor to man's energy
needs and it is quite likely that we shall never be able to use it. It is now known that the
only feasible fusion reaction is T + D + He + n + 17 .6 MeV. C(deuterium) i.s available in
sea water, but T (tritium) has to be made by neutron bombardment of U6 which is present
to the extent of 7 .4% in natural Li. The world 0 s deposits of natural Li are such that 67,500
6
tons of 6 could be won and thus theoretically we could obtain 215 X 102 ·:1 pr 8.10 Mtce.
This is about the same as the world's coal reserves in row 2 of Table l.

u

The principle objections to fusion energy if it can be achieved are the some as l and 2
given above for nuclear fusion. The radioactive dangers do not occur significantly, but
the power stations will be very expensive indeed and probably they will have to be at least
2000 MW.

II
II

I

The principal objections to nuclear fission as a solution to the long term energy needs
of the whole of mankind a .re as follows.

Since most of the control and communications engineering necessary to produce mining
telechirics has already been done in connection with carrying out engineering tasks inside
nuclear reactors, it is probable that Britain could reach a position in which we could obtain
most of the 500,000 M tons of coal at a rate of 200 M tons/year, by an expenditure of the
order of £10fv\/year for ten years. In this way, no man would ever go underground and
some 200,000 miners could be employed to produce the coal, doing the same skilled work
as they do now by telechirs operated from comfortable safe contTol rooms on the surface.
One control room would contain all the controls for the ten or so telechirs, which would be
sufficient to run a mine, since each telechir can be manned by a miner on the surface in
each of three shifts and this miner can hand over the controls to any other underground
specialist when the task needs him.
The telechirs consist of arms, hands, binocular TV cameras and a light source fixed on
a rotatable pair of 'shoulders' carried on a body suitable for either running about in the
roadways (which need be no higher than the seam thickness, even when this is down to O.3m
(12 in)) or crawling past the props to do a job at the cutting face. An indicator board in
the control room would tell all the ten men in the operating seats where in the mine all the
they can communicate directly by talking, the teleten telechirs were located, so that
·
chirs can work cooperatively, however far apart they are in the mine.

I
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3. RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES
The only renewable energy resource whi c h is used to mak e a ma jor contribution to the
world's energy needs at present is hydro pow er, Si nee 1 ton of wa ter falling 1 km is equivalent to 2.70 kWh , whereas 1 kg of coal is equ ivalent to ?kWh, it is clear that one needs a
large tonnage of water and a big head (viz 3:7 x 105 ton - km/hr, assuming 80% efficiency)
to produce th e sam e power as a thermal station burning 3 c0 tons/hour of coal to produce 1000
MW. (40% efficiency assumed). He nce large hydro power ge nerators are only practical
where there is a large rainfall in high mountains , and it is possible to build reservoirs to give
the power throughout the year . The c apita l cos t is often twice that of a thermal station because of the nec essary dams and other ci vil engineering works. However, the power is free
and it can produce power for at lea st. 50 years, the I imi t i ng fa ctor probably in many cases
being when the reservoir fil ls with sil t.

part.of the spectrum an~ it i.s possible to co llect more than ½ this figure on a clear day+
or, rf one uses a non-drrectrona l fl a t p la te co llector, then in light cloud a lso. Low
techno logy methods of using solar ene rgy include :

1.

2.
3.

High technology met hods J.nclude

l.
2.

It ha s been estimated that the total possible hydro power of the mountain ranges of the
world is about 3 x 106 MW (3500 MTCE/ a nn .) which is rough ly the present total industrial
electricity production. About 8 .5% of this is already b e ing used, viz 210,000 MW (300
MTCE/ann . ). The US has 4 5 ,000 MW (50 MTCE/a nn . ) i nstalled, which is 75% of its potential.
This illustrates th e fa ct that most of the unused hydro power is in mountain ranges
far from industry - but neverth e less one can c onclude that it is our duty to instal as much hydro
power as possible in these places before the fossil fuels run out.
Tidal power suffers from the low head of a few metres avai Iabl e a nd the fact that even
with two-Na y flow turbines, as in the Ra nc e Estuary, one can only ge nerate for about 1/3 of
the 24 hours. The capital cost of the barrier carrying the turb i nes is high, but again, once
installed, the energy source is fre e and forever. It has been estimated tha t if we used all the
world's suitable tidal basins, we could ge ne rate 64 , 000 MW, i.e . 1/50 of the world's total
hydro power. (If i t produces power for 3000 hours i n a year, this is e qui valen t to the total
energy in 27 MTCE/ann.).
Wave power clearl y suffers even more from the low head avai lab le and although in theory
there is almost unlimited fre e power , i n practi ce I am quite sure that the capitol cost of instal ling and ma intaining hundreds of mi les of converters , far ou t a t sea, makes this system
qu ite imprac ti c al.
G eotherma l e nergy hos bee n used in Italy to produce 370 MW since 1904, because
na tural processes have produced a c o ntinuous suppl y of steam as water leaks into a volcanically
hot region. California, New Zeal and and Icel and a re other plac es where such steam supplies
are available, and it is estimated tha t 60,000 MW c ould be obta ined for some 50 years by using
all the available re sources (total e qui va lent to the energy i n 350 MTCE). The radial heat flow
through the eartlicrust is only O. 06W/m 2 , so tha t a ny attempt to ge nerate steam artificially
wi l I require an enormous area for heat transfer.
Wi nd powe r is a nother traditional sourc e of energy and will probably play an increased
pa rt i n the future. In a 10 mph wind, wh ich is of average strength.the available energy is
200W/m 2 , so that one would need to co ll ect 25 m2 with perfect efficiency to obtain 5kW.
The problems with wind are th e varia b le direction and veloc ity which make generation erratic
and gi ve dangerous forc e s i n gales . The on ly large generator (1200 kW) which was built on a
hill in the USA blew .away , a nd I be li eve that millions of small generators of a few kW will
be used locally for pumping wa ter a nd power ge neration.
The sun was the source of a ll the foss il fue ls ove r mill ions of years and when we have
consumed them in a few hundreds of years , we shal l be ~ l,most entirely dependent on sunshine
again.

3,
4.
5,

Just outside the atmosphere the so la r intensi ty is 1 .4 kW/m
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peaking at about the visible

:

Mirrors and lenses to concentrate energy to raise steam,
Selective coatings for flat plate absorb ers to increase working temperature
obta i nab Ie.
Photo voltaic eel Is for direct production of DC
Advanced chemical reduction processes by solar energy to produce fuels by
reducing Hi and C02"
Highly sophisticated big power stations, such as the 1 power tower• with 0
large area of moving mi rrors and the geosynchronous satellite which is in the
sunshine 23 hours out of 24 and bears the energy down to a large collector in
microwave form.

4. CONCLUSIONS
1. Mon must come into full equilibrium with the environment by the time the fossil.
f~els are exhauste~, which will be by 2,200 at the latest (unless mankind destroys himself
f irst). He~ce fossr I fuels must be regarded as capital and by the time they are al I spent we
must have rnstolled all the necessary equipment to provide man's continuing energy needs
by the renewable supplies, particularly sunshine,
2. If we are to provide 7,000 million people with the good results of the industrial
revolu:ion and level off at that figure, then the energy consumption per capita in the r.ich
countries must come down to around the present world average figure of 1 ,8 TCE and that
in the poor countries must come up to this same figure.
3. We must do the research necessary to be able to win all the world's coal resources
without men going underground.
4, We must immediately institute a policy of using the three premium fuels - oil,
natural gas and electricity - for premium purposes only. It is criminally harmful to our
grandchildren to use oil for purposes for which non-premium fue ls can be used, especially
coal, so that they have to make oi I out of coal for their premium purposes,
5. We need to do much more research on the use of the renewable resources, particularly sola r energy and wind energy, and also on storage methods for these renewable energies.
We also need pilot schemes for the large area systems such as solar distillati o n for irrigation
comb i ned w ith growing a crop with a fuel and other value such as cotton, the waste of which
can be hydrogenated to oil; the possibility of growing seaweed ai: a fuel must also be considered.

+
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Water and air heating in flat pla te absorbers with glass covers (difficult to
go above about 60 C because of heat Iosses ) ,
Growing fuel crops such as wood, or ma t er ia ls that can be converted to
methanol or hydrogenated to Iiquid hydrocarbons. Possibly the development
of more. s~phis.ticated and more effic ient biol ogical photo synthetic processes.
Solar drst,llatron of sea water to grow crops in desert areas.

Thus one cou ld collect over the year on average of about 100 W/m or on 1 km
100 MW x 8000 hours = 800,000 MWh/ann. equivalent to 110,000 TCE/ann.
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6. We have to learn to regard fossil fuels as precious and thus devote ve ry much more
effort and capital to fuel saving, combined with pollution avoidance. This will have to be
strongly encouraged by the Government, e.g . by putting a much more severe ta riff on fuels,
especially the premium fuels, or by subsidising the manufacture and insta llation of fuel
saving equipment. The next four conclusions refer to spec ific examples of fuel savi ng possibilities in particular industries.
TABLE l

7.

Transport Fuel Saving
We already know most of wh a t is necessary to provi de as much transport and travel as
at present with greater convenie nc e a nd safety, very much less poll ut io n and noise and less
than 1/3 of the present fuel consumption.
On a short term basis, we must develop a four-seater li ght car with a top speed of 50
mph doing well over 100 mpg - ·and we already know how to do this with a hybr id 10 hp
diesel electric. A third year student in my department is build ing an ex perimental one. We
must instal conversion equipment to make al cohol from al I the natura l gas wasted at present
in the world and use it as motor fuel. We must develop pub I ic trans port to be fully uti Iised
and get al I the long distance goods transport off the roads. o nto c oa l fire d rai Iways (direct
or via electricity). We ccn deve lop low energy air bearings for tra ins to replace wheels on
existing rails. We must deve lop a ir buses that use half as much fuel per passenger mile as
present sub sonic planes; airships for intercontinental multi hundred ton loads and find new
methods of ship propulsion that halve the present power consumption. We must revive the
canals for low speed goods transport and devel op se lf prope l led dry I ifting docks for carrying
barges up hillsides in place of mult ip le locks .
In these ways we ea n get exactl y as much tra ve l a nd transport a s a t present with greater
convenience, using less th on half as much fuel. Further reduction wil l be obtained by developing quite new public transport systems (as described in my book 'Ma n , Mac hi nes and
Tomorrow') and by a more economical lifestyle which people wil I accept when they see the
advantages to their quality of life.

Units 10

Estimated Fossil Fuel Reserves

World

Coal 1
Coal 2
Coal 3
Petroleum 1
Petroleum 2
Natural Gas 1
Natural Gas 2

USSR

TCE = 1000 MTCE

USA

Middle
East

India

Tooo
6000
30,000
150
450
150
450

3500

75

35

1000
25
50
30
60

100
250
200

Accuracy in the range 1/3 n - 3 n where n is figure given.
Blanks denote insufficient data available for estimate.

8. Industrial Fuel Economy
Basico! !y, the essentials of a genuine fu e l ec onomy pol icy are :
1. Some type of subsidy which makes it immediately worthwhile for i ndustry to instal
fuel saving equipment, e.g. ec o nomisers , a ir hea ters , better insulation, c ombust ion control
equipment. (This applies also to domestic fuel usage ).
2. Making all consumer goods to last a lifetime and eliminating all built-i n
obsolescence.
3. No waste of fuels on unnecessary packaging and lighting displays.
4. Recycling all waste materials, especially non-porous metals and papers.
9. Total Energy Systems
No new thermal power sta tions should ever be buil t which do not use the waste heat for
industrial or domestic purposes. Whe re it is esse nti al to use electricity for low grade heating,
it should be done by heat pumps.
10. Agriculture
No P and K should ever be allowed to drain to th e sea a nd a ll valuable materials should
be recovered from drainage water.
Al I compost and night soil must be recycled with c omplete conservation of N.
Drying should be developed on th e vapour compress io n cycle, so tha t the latent heat of
the water is not wasted. The leaf protein concentrati o n process shoul d be inc orporated by
using lucerne as a break crop on cereals.
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POWER RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE
D. T. Swift-Hook

PRESENT SOURCES OF POWER

Introduction
In the United Kingdom there are ample sources of
powGr for the next few decades.
There is sub stantially.
more power station capacity i~ the electricity supply
industry than is needed to meet the demands that the
public makes upon the power system.
No more plant is
needed for the next few years - and that is, incidentally, producing acute problems for the power plant manufacturers and for the nuclear industry.

The majority of power plant in the U.K. burns low
grade coal and coal will continue to be a major sour~e
of power into the forseeable future.
The United States, the U.S.S.R., China, South Africa,
Indonesia - many countries around the world have plentiful reserves and we in the U.K. have our share.
Our
known, proven reserves of coal are 100,000 Ntonne, one
thousand times our present annua l ~onsumption and nearly
half of these reserves are technically recoverable, so
there is enoQgh coal for 300 years at present raLes of
consumption.
Supplies are limited by mining capabilities.
The
National Coal Board are con tinually looking for ways of
improving mining technology economically.
Detailed
studies show that in situ, underground gasification
would not be economic in the U.K. at present even if all
the technical problems could be overcome.
On the other
hand, coal on the surface can if necessary be converted
by well established processes not only into gas (as in
the days before natural gas) but also into oil.
The NCB
have major programmes of research on coal gasification
and liquefaction.
It is clearly no accident that the
world's big9est coal owners are oil companies.
Nuclear Power
There is some uncertainty on the
the country in the next few years but
ahead most of the scenarios which arc
call for the development of both coal

nuclear needs of
looking further
at all probable
and nuclear power.

I

This country has a well established nuclear cap ac ity
of magnox power stations meeting almost ten per cent of
totill electricity demand.
Our next generation of Advanced
Gas-ccoled Redctors is just beginning to make major
contributions which should a mount to a further ten per
cent in the next few years.

ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF POWER
_C(2!1Serv_a t)on and an energy_j_r:isurance policy

Oil and Gas as Renewable Resources

Despite the
of energy, there
enough.
It will
conservation and

There is no real irrunediate shortage of oil despite
recent manipul ations of the market by the Sheiks.
This
country is already producing much of its own oil from the
North Sea and will be self-sufficient by 1980. Valuable
as North Sea oil is, being relatively free from sulphur
and cont ain ing a high proportion of light fractions,
refining will still produce a black sludge for which a
market must be found.
This residual oil will be availab le for a power sta tion fuel as long as North Sea oil
lasts and some twenty per cent of our installed capacity
of power generation is based upon residual fuel oil.

Furthermore, our comin g energy surplus must not bE~
allowed to prod uce complacency.
Recent his tory shows t hat
shortages can arise fr o m a variety of reasons. Plentiful
oil in the ground is of lit tle use if the Sheiks rais e
prices yet further.
Coal becomes much less attractive
~hen the miners refuse to dig it. The nuclear power
industry has a magnificent safe ty record bu t what might
be the effect of a singl e nuclear incident? The p owe r
industry has a good record in reducing pollution but
suppose the anti-technology lobby achieves a position of
greater dominance in years to come.

Oil from the North Sea will not be unlimited, but we
should be self-sufficient until the turn of the century.
After that oil may become a scarce commodity but it is
actually replaceable.
It is capable of being manufactured
synthetically if need be when natural reiources become
too expensive. The South Africans already produce significant quantities of their oil from coal and if oil
prices rise very much higher, o ther countries would find
it economic to follow their lead.

Alternative sources of cower - solar, tidal, geothermal, wave and wind power - a~e being considered aciively
as an energy insurance policy.
Even during a time of
power plency, dlveLsification ls very desirable.

The country is well placed to move forward on the
nuclear front when th e need eve ntual l y arises .

I

suggestions are often made that, by strong government
policy, the energy consumption of the U.K. and the rest .
of the devel ope d nations should be si gnificantly reduced
to help the underdeveloped countries of the world.
The
oower supply industry is democratic in the sense that it
iries to meet the demands of the general public .
It
lays plans t o provide wh a t it believes the public will
require rather thari dictating what th ey can have.
It
would requi re a major change in public attit udes and a
more tot alitarian approach by Government to enforce any
other policy.
:Vhat ever attractions did arise, it
seems mor e likely th at it would press selfishly for
economic growth rathe r th a n for sacrifice to benefit
other countri es. Consequently, whatever attractions a
policy of reduc e d energy consumption might have, j_t was
not considere~ as sufficiently like ly to be included in
the very broad spectrum of possible sce narios originally
considered by the Department of Energy. The consequences
of such a policy are not at al l clear ,

A great deal of interest has been shown recently in
the Hydrogen Economy, i.e., the possibility of using
nuclear power to manufacture large quantities of cheap
hydrogen from water. Enthusiasts suggest that this could
eventually replace natural gas and, by using such
nuclearly produced hydrogen, reserves of coal, which are
in any case sufficient for three hundred years, could be
stretched by manufacturing oil.
In the longer term, fast bre e der reactors and fusion
both offer the possibility of virtually unlimited resources
of energy.

.L
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In the longer-term energyr price rises seem inevitable.
Mining will become more difficult as natural fossil
and nuclear fuels are deple ted and more · complex pro cesses
become necessary. Then power sources with no fuel cos~s
will look increasingly attractive.

This country has plentiful reserves of gas.
The gas
industr~ is growing rapidly in size and when supplies
level out - as the presumably must in the next few years~
they will be very high by the standards of past years.
rt is estimated that there is half as much gas under the
North Sea as there is oil (and incidentally, there is
probably even more coal). When gas runs out, substitute
natural gas could be made from coal to extend the life of
the gas system.

liar....:

existence of reasonably plentiful reserves
may well be p roblems in tappi ng them fast
clearly be p r udent to adopt a policy of
increased efficiency of utilisation.

-
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In any event, whatever the future may hold in the
way of energy growth or energy shortage, our national
research and development programmes should ensure that
the appropriate energy technologies are available if and
when they are needed.
It will be prudent to include
alternative energy sources - wind, wave, solar, tidal and
geothermal - in our thinking.

I
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All the other natural sources are very variable and
that limits their value appreciably.
Reliability and
continuity are considered to be of great importance for
most electrical power systems.
In former times, flour
was not milled when the wind did not blow.
But it
would not be acceptable in a complex modern industrial
society to have insufficient power when the sea was calm
or the sun failed to shine.
So, although these sources
provide energy, they do not provide firm power.
They
would save on fuel costs but at the expense of additional
capital costs beyond those needed to meet the peak power
demand.
It has already been pointed out that the additional capital costs are estimated to be fairly high.
It
might be ~ossible to install cheaper peak load plant in
conjunction with such fuel-saving schemes but the total
cost would still be substantially increased.

Econom_i c Considerati.ons

II
II

It is characteristic of all the alternative sources
of powe: which are being considered that, although the
energy ~s apparently free, it is costly to harness.
In
conventional power station terms there are no "fuel" costs
but the capital costs are high.
None of the alternative
methods.is yet competitive with normal electrical power
generation on a large scale, at current fuel prices.

II

. This is not to say that special circumstances do not
arise where small units are justified.
In inaccessible
places, where transmission costs would be prohibitive or
where the load is too small to justify connection to the
power system, a separate generator can be economic. A
die~el set ~s usually found to be the cheapest and most
reliable unit but occasionally windmills can be seen
around the countryside.

STORAGE
;

Potential Benefits of Storage
I

If the alterncttive power sources could cover the
periods when their energy is not available - every twelve
hours or so in a tidal scheme, night-time and dark winter
days for solar power, calm periods which may last for
days on end for wind or waves - they would be considerably
more attractive. As an example, with a typical windmill
the cost of the storage battery installation is at least
as much again as the windmill itself, if other back-up
supplies are not available.

By the same token, a system such as a tidal barrage
which could not be justified purely on the basis of its
power generation might become viable if it had economic
benefit~ in other directions; land drainage, shipping,
~ecreation and road construction could all be favourably
involve~.
In the case of the Severn barrage, the c.E.G.B.
have sa~d that, assessed as a method of electricity
g~neration, they see no prospect of its producing electricit~ 1:1ore cheap~y t~an other means or providing more than
a limited contribution to the nation's power but they
·
would be happy to join in any study mounted by the Government because of broader national considerations. ·

I
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The potential benefits of storage are therefore very
great and no discussion of alternative power sources
would be complete without considering them.
Unfortunately
the cost of storing electricity is rather high and it is
likely to be very expensive to store it for the periods
of days which would be needed to complement solar, wind
or wave power generation.
Interestingly, nuclear power
could eventually lead to a similar requirement for largescale storage. Nuclear rea~Lors have low fuel costs
and when the stage is reached where nuclear power takes
the base load (which is unlikely before the mid-1990s)
there could be considerable advantage in storage to allow
the nuclear plant to continue generating surplus energy
at night to meet the peak demand the following day.
This
storage requirement for a few hours represents an easier

Apart from such special circumstances, it would be
wro~g to.use alte~native power sources on a widespread
basis while they are more expensive than nuclear or fossil
fuel s~st~m~.
It would be eq'..lally wrong to ignore their
potentialities for meeting possible future needs.
;lc3.riable Characteristics of Alterflative Sources
Geothermal power is unique amongst the alternative
energy sources in avoiding fluctuations in time but it is
ve~~ variable geographically.
Italy is fortunate in
having large quantities of natural hot water around
Larderello and generates several per cent of its electricity

-....:
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(0.4 GW) geothermally. Other countries too have hot water
or hot rocks with geothermal potential.
The U.K. is not
in such a favourable position but investigations are being
supported by Government and EEC funds.

I
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economic target to achieve than the longer periods needed
for natural energy sources.
Storage is, therefore, receiving
attention in its own right, quite apart from its relevance
to the somewhat variable power from natural sources.

I,

Existing Methods of Storage
First of all, it should be recognised that a tank of
oil, a truck-load of coal and a rod of uranium each
represent cheap and compact means of storing energy.
In
a sense, therefore, any other method of storage is in
competition with already established generation techniques.
There is always one alternative to generating and then
storing electricity at night for use the following day and that is to store the fuel and wait until the following
day to generate.

11
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The only large storage systems today use pumped-water
as. at Ffestiniog.
In Britain there is around lGW pumped
storage capacity and the Dinorwic scheme in Snowdonia
will increase this to 2.5 GW in the early 1980s. These
schemes, with their instant response to larger changes in
power demand, can claim the extra economic benefit of
providing all the "spinning reserve'' that is required for
smoothing out sudden changes in the supply system such as
the break-down of a large generator.
Future schemes will
not then be able to claim similar benefit for two or three
decades to come. Furthermore, there are very few suitable sites with potential for two lakes, one at the top
of a mountain and one at the bottom.
It would be possible
to dig an under~round cavern as the lower reservoi~.

'
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tlore expensive versions of tidal oower schemes
propose the use of two basins to incorporate an element
of storage and to allow power generation when it is
required, regardless of the phase of the tidal cycle.
Heat Storage
If it were practicable to dig large caverns, an
alternative use to which they might be put would be to store
compressed air. The air must be stored cool to avoid such
problems as rock cracking. Thermodynamically, just as
much energy must be removed in this cooling process as
was put into the compression.
It may, therefore, be
advantageous to store this heat separately from the
compressed air in, say, a regenerative pebble·-bed heat
exchanger.
A scheme equivalent to Dinorwic would require nearly
a 40 m cube filJ .ed with more than 50,000 tons of, say,
silica pebbles to store the heat and a compressed air
store 700,000 cubic metres in volume. Such schemes are
being studied by the C.E.G.B.

I
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In this connection of heat storage it is worth noting
that substantial capacity exists in the night storage
heaters that are installed around the country on the
extremities of the power-transmission and distributive
network in the homes of many consumers. Electrical
energy produced by the spare power station capacity that
is available at night can be stored and released as heat
the following day.
Large scale central storage of heat is being actively
considered for its possible economic advantages in conjunction with both fossil-fuelled and nuclear plant.
Either solar or geothermal heat could in principle be
included in such schemes.
Hot water is an obvious choice
of storage medium in a steam cycle but other liquids
could be preferable.
Sodium would be compatible with a
fast reactor but the economics do not look promising. Oils
have high heat capacities and would need no pressure
vessels although they would need heat exchangers; but on
balance oil looks quite attractive for heat storage and
such schemes are receiving detailed consideration on both
sides of the Atlantic.
Other Methods of Storage
Battery storage of electricity is widely used in
small units such as motor-cars.
The cost is high compared
with mains electricity and unfortunately there is no
significant cost advantage in going to a larger scale as
there often is with other power systems. Ordinary
lead-acid batteries look more promising than nickel-iron,
nickel-cadmium or hydrox fuel cells (which are used in
space). New types of battery which run at high temperatures and are still at the laboratory stage of development but could eventually be two or three times cheaper
than lead-acid include sodium-sulphur (which looks promising for electric cars), lithium-sulphur and lithium-chlorine.
Electrolytic hydrogen and oxygen could be stored and
either used in a fuel cell or more widely for a range of
energy requirements to produce what is known as the
Hydrogen Econoiny. Various extreme forms are advocated
but hydrogen is already used as a chemical feedstock and
to produce lighter fraction oils by hydrogenation; further
developments along those lines appear to be the most
likely.
Many unconventional methods of storage have been
suggested from time to time. A superconducting coil
stores energy in the magnetic fieldthroughout its volume.
Its cost is roughly proportional to the surface area and
so the cost per unit of storage energy decreases with the
size -of the coil. A large enough coil should in principle

be economic but the largest one yet built (e ~g. for the
0.7m diameter bubble chamber at CERN) only stores a fraction of a megawatt-hou r, A practical system would need
to be at least ten thousand times bigger and is beyond
the bounds of present technrilogy.
Flywheels are commonly used for storing small amounts
of energy for load smoothing. This is precisely the
application of interest but the quantities of energy are,
of course, very large. The energy stored per unit volume
depends directly upon the allowable stress and the
energy per unit mass varies inversely with the density
of the fly-wheel.
So, somewhat surprisingly , the greatest
storage for a given load on the bearings is achieved not
with heavy metal but with low density, high tensile
strength materials such as glass fibre or better still,
carbon fibre reinforced plastics.
Unfortunatel y, costs
are at present prohibitive.
Flywheels and superconduct ing storage can both be
considered as "long shots".
CONCLUSION
Energy resources in this country seem adequate for
the forseeable future over a wide range of credible
scenarios,
but it is ~rudent to assess the potential of
alternative sources - wind, waves, solar, tidal and
geother.mal - in case difficulties or scarcities arise.
Diversificat ion provides an energy insurance policy.

